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Rent or own?
That is the
Suestion
niveristy libraries tests
the idea of renting some
of the more expensive
textbooks

IPa.j.3
Freedom in
Jena, for now
Defendant Mychal Bell
was released on bail
yesterday but still awaits
trial as a juvenile
| Page 14

Grab your helmet
and hold on tight
Local band, Brace For
Impact, is off covers and
onto their own music as
they open for the Ataris

| Page 9

Iran: ignorant or
intelligent?
Iranian president
Mahmoud Ahmadinqad
walks a fine line according
to columnist Jason Jones
|Page4

'Sweet Caroline'
not so sweet

Average
Joes run
for U.S.
office

DANGERS OF
THE DRINK

By Tim Sampson
City Editor

Studies snow
what students
don't know

Guest columnist Ron
By NaU Robion
Reporter

Schulz questions the
attempt at 'new
traditions' in the Doyt
| Page 4

Get to know
Bowling Green
Falcon football faces
WKU on Saturday, but
which BG town is better?
| Page 11

Volleyball takes a
MAC road trip
The lady falcons travel
to Kent and defending MAC champs OU
| Page 11

Many students' perspectives of binge
drinking as out-of-control college
students who gel into fights and
destroy property may not reflect reality, according to studies conducted at
the University.
Terry Rentner, chair of the journalism department who contributed to
the study, said the problem at the
University is not so much the actual drinking, but the perception of
drinking.
One misperception students' have,
according to her research, is that 43
percent of students drink on a daily
basis, but 99 percent of the students
who participated in her survey said
they don't.
"And it's important to change
these tnisperceptions," Rentnersaid.
"If you knew most people were not
doing (high-risk dunking you may
be more likely to make healthier
decisions."
High-risk drinking is defined as
more than one drink per hour, with

FACT AND FICTION
MYTH: Students let drinking get in the way of their studies.
FACT: 86 percent of University students don't let drinking
get in the way of their studies.
MYTH: Students don't keep track of what they are drinking.
FACT: 61 percent of students keep track of how much they
are drinking.
MYTH: Students drink alcohol on a daily basis.
FACT: 99 percent of University students don't drink alcohol

everyday.
MYTH: Students drink to the point they do something they
regret
FACT: 52 percent of University students don't drink to the
point they do something they regret later.
MYTH: Students who drink don't choose a designated driver.
FACT: 75 percent of University students who drink chose a
designated driver.

See DRINK | Page 2

New restaurant
and bar with flavor

What's your favorite part
of homecoming?

By Freddy Hunt
Assistant City Editor

• u
SARAH KERSEY
Junior, Early Childhood
Education

I
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"Homecoming Royalty."

| Page 4

TODAY
Sunny
High: 74, Low. 44

- ' J~
TOMORROW
Sunny
High: 73. Low: 47

k

JORDAN FIOWBI I THtBGNEWS
A HOT PLACE TO EAT: 'Heavenly Food. Devilish Drinks* is the catch phrase for Reverend
Owes. A new authentic Mexican food resteraunt on Wooster Street is set to open next week.

When head chef and part
owner Garrett lones decided he
wanted to open a restaurant in
Bowling Green with his family, he wanted to make sure it
wasn't going to be just another
south of the border imitation.
The secret is in his ingredients. Garrett said his up and
coming restaurant, Reverend
Chico's, will only feature items
on the menu that are authentic to Latin America and are
made from indigenous herbs
and spices.
"Nothing comes from a bag,"
he said. "Everything is made in
house."
One of the indigenous spices
he will be using in his sauces is
achiote. a very common ingredient in Latino dishes, and
Garrett said he is willing to bet
no other places in town uses it.
On the menu are the classics — tacos, burritos, tostados,
quesadillas, paninis, chips and

dips, salads and many specials.
But unlike the popular Qidoba
and Chipotle, Reverend Chico's
will feature fish tacos, a dish
lories said is very popular on
the West coast.
Reverend Chico's isn't just
new to the restaurant scene, but
to the bar scene as well.
They will be pouring drinks
until 2:30 a.m. except on
Sundays, and even the drinks
are authentic, lones said the
margaritas are made from fresh
juices, the sangria will be made
in house, tequilla and rum will
be imported and six beers,
some local some imported, will
be on tap.
Garrett, who graduated from
New England Culinary Institute
about ten years ago, said his
family decided Bowling Green
is perfect for what they want
to create, but according to his
brother and co-owner, Griffin
lones, the building they chose
See CHICO'S | Page 2

Two men who have never held
political office say that's what
gives them the right experience
for Congress.
Mark llollenbaugh, a high
school teacher, and Earl
Campbell, a retired doctor and
medical professor, have both
announced their candidacy in
the special election to replace
the late U.S. Representative Paul
Gillmor|R-Tiffin|.
llollenbaugh, a history and
social studies teacher at North
Baltimore High School in North
Baltimore, Ohio, is seeking the
Republican nomination because
he is tired of business as usual in
Washington.
"I've taught government and
history and I know how the political system is supposed to work."
he said.
The current government is no
longer concerned with the interests of citizens, llollenbaugh
said. I le feels that too many politicians are beholden to special
interest groups.
That's why the BGSU graduate
is declining any monetary donations, hoping instead to build
a volunteer-based, grass roots
campaign. He said this is what
sets him apart from oilier candidates.
"I don't owe anyone any
favors." he said.
If elected. 1 lollenbaugh said his
main goals would be to do away
with the No Child Left Behind
Act, reduce government spending and deal with the adjustable-rate mortgage issue, which
he said has caused millions of
Americans to go into debt and
lose their homes.
llollenbaugh faces stiff competition for the Republican
nomination. Both of his opponents, State Rep. Bob Utta |RBowling Green] and State Sen.
Steve Buehrer |R-Delta|. have
each served multiple terms in
the State legislature.
In the Democratic primary.
Campbell, a retired physician
and professor emeritus from
the Medical College of Ohio,
has entered the race as a selfdescribed concerned citizen.
Campbell, who sits on the
Executive Committee of the
Wood County Democratic Party,
has never held public office,
but said his experience in the
medical field gives him first hand
knowledge on what he calls the
biggest problem facing the country: health care.
Campbell would like to see a
national health care program
similar to other European countries and improvements to the
nations Medicare and Medicaid
programs.
"Health care is definitely one of
his biggest issues," said Michael
Zickar, the chair of the Wood
County Democrats.
Additionally, Campbell, an Air
See OFFICE | Page 2
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DRINK
From Page 1

men consuming more lhan
five drinks in one silting and
women exceeding four drinks.
An example of high risk drinking would he consuming ten
drinks in five hours, while
safe drinking is limited to four
drinks in five hours.
Part of the problem is that the
students who are drinkinga lot
are the ones getting noticed.
Students are more likely to

remember the nights when loud
drunk students went through
the hallways hanging on doors
rather than the nights where
they slept peacefully, Rentner
said. And if the only thing students remember are the drunk

CHICOS
From Page 1

needed a lot of work.
Located in the old Cosmos
i i il Ice shop on L. Wooster Street,
(Iriffin said the only part of the
building that stayed the same
was essentially the brick walls
and the ceiling.
Decorated with many pictures, five flat 42 inch plasma
screens, huge glass street side
windows, high tables and a
beautiful bar, the lot looks nothing like il used to.
"I mean we did a total gut job."
(iriffin said. "I don't want to say
it's nicer than any other place,
hut it has a different feel than
what Bowling Green is used to."
Bernardo Aguiar, a junior
Iroin Brazil, said when he wants
to eat like he does at home, he
lias to go to a friend's houses

people, then this feeds their
misperception of how people
behave while at college, she
said.
"The people who are doing
high-risk drinking are on average more likely to get in a fight,
do property damage, drive
drunk, participate in unprotected sex or have black outs,"
Rentner said.
And drunk students have
not been a major problem in
Bowling Cireen.
Lt. Ken I'ortney of the Bowling
Green Police Department,
said while drunk students do
occasionally get into fights or
destroy property, it is definitely
not an everyday occurrence.
Research has shown highrisk drinking has decreased
among University students. In
because no place in BG does it
right.
Chlpotle, y'doba and Kl
Zarape are not really authentic
Latino food but rather Mexican
or tex-mex food, Aguiar said.
Latino food is much more flavorahle and not centered so
much arou nd carbs a nd ext reme
spice, he explained.
Being originally from the
Toledo area, Garret said he
learned to cook authentic
Latin American dishes from
his ex-girlfriend's mother, who
is Puerto Hn .in. and from her
friend, who is Mexican.
The name of the restaurant
came from an old nickname
Garret had, Chico. and he said
people eventually started calling him Reverend Chico, probably just because it sounds good.
If everything goes according
to plan, Garret! said Reverend
Chico's will open next weekend.

CORRECTION
POLICY

OFFICE

We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-572-6966

Force Veteran, said he would
like to see an honorable end to
the War in Iraq.
So far Robin VV'eirauch, a former University Administrator
and two-time congressional
nominee, is Campbell's onlyopponent for the Democratic
nomination.
Primary elections for the 5th
district seat will be held on Nov.
(i. I he general special election
is scheduled for Dec. II.

In yesterday's Homecoming tab.
the photo of fans cheering on page
2 was taken by Sarah Arndt. not
Jordan Flower as was printed
In yesterdays Homecoming tab.
the tailgatmg photo on page 15 was
taken by Sarah Arndt. not Jordan
Flower as was printed

From Page 1

2000, 62 percent of students
admitted to high-risk drinking
within the past 30 days, in 2003
the number dropped to 54 percent.
Rentner attributes better on
campus programs and activities for students, a change in
how the University delivers
its messages about high-risk
drinkingand stricter University
policies to the decrease in the
high-risk drinking numbers.
David Hanson, a retired professor from the State University
of New York - Potsdam, said
high-risk drinking has been
decreasing at most universities.
"The problem is that people
tend to drink more to fit in
more," he said.
As students continue to learn

that they do not have to drink
to fit in, high-risk drinking will
continue to decrease, he said.
Surveys of University students show this misperception
as well. Many students reported
they believe only one percent of
students did not drink when
they went out, but 16 percent
of students said they did not
drink any alcohol the last time
they went to a party.
Kelvin Ranford, junior, said
when he graduated high school
he thought everyone drank in
college,
"Thatperceptionhaschanged
a little bit. 1 understand that a
lot of people do drink, but not
everyone drinks," he said. "But
we are not drinking everyday.
We've always been able to walk
back at the end of the night, we

don't drink that much all the
time, every week."
In fact, Ranford said most of
his drinking is social drinking.
"For me, alcohol is more of a
social activity. You do it to talk
to people," he said.
While the students who have
participated in high-risk drinking in the past 30 days at the
University has decreased to
54 percent, it is still above the
national average of 47 percent.
Rentner hopes the information she gathers from her
research will help students
make better decisions when it
comes to their drinking habits.
"We are trying to change the
imaginary norms that students
are aspiring towards by giving
them the truth about what's
really going on |with high-risk

GOP contenders critized for
skipping minority debate
By Brian Witt*
The Associated Press

BALTIMORE — Republican
presidential candidates discussed the importance of
reaching out to people of color
duringa minority issues debate
last night and criticized the
leading four GOP contenders
for skipping it.
"I think this is a disgrace that
they are not here," said Kansas
Sen. Sam Brownback. "I think
it's a disgrace to our country. 1
think it's bad for our party, and
1 don't think it's good for our
future."
Former Arkansas Gov. Mike
lluckabee said he was "embarrassed for our party, and I'm
embarrassed for those who
didn't come."
The four no-shows — former
New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani,
former Sen. Fred Thompson,
Arizona Sen. lohn McCain and
former Massachusetts Gov.
Mitt Romncy — cited scheduling conflicts in saying they
could not attend the debate at
historically black Morgan State
University.
"Fortunately, there are those
in the Republican Party who
do understand the importance

"I think this is a disgrace that they are not
here. I think it's a disgrace to our country.

BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY
2:34 P.M.
Someone broke into two ATM
machines at 149 North on North
Main Street and took $700.

3:16 P.M.
A South Main Street resident
reports someone drove over a piece
of barn siding that was in his yard.
Damage is estimated at $28.
8:12 P.M.
Kyle A Knight was arrested for
underage possession of alcohol and
cited for having only one headlight
after he was pulled over at the corner of Crim and Clough streets.
10:28 P.M.
An unknown person broke-out the
driver's side window of a vehicle
parked on Palmer Avenue, causing
about $100 in damage.

THURSDAY
1:41 P.M.
Kyle Q. Mclntyre. 21, of Bowling
Green was arrested and taken to the
Wood County Justice Center for
criminal trespass, resisting arrest and
disorderly conduct, after getting into
a fight with his girlfriend and refusing to leave her apartment.

I think it's bad for our party, and I don't
think it's good for our future."
Sam Brownback | U S !

of reaching out to people of
color," said talk show host Tavis
Smiley, the debate moderator,
thanking the six other candidates for participating.
Besides Brownback and
I luckabee. the other candidates
who participated in the debate
were: Reps. Duncan Hunter of
California. Ron Paul of Texas
and Tom Tancredo of Colorado,
and conservative activist Alan
L. Keyes.
The forum, which had black
and I lispanic journalists questioning the candidates, was
broadcast live on PBS.
The candidates answered
questions ranging from what
they would do to help minorities, their views on illegal
immigration, the war in Iraq,
minority unemployment rates
and their position on capital
punishment.
11 uckabee sa id he won Id wa nt

*

ONLINE: Read Go to bgnewcom lof
the complete blotter list

"om Kansas

his legacy in helping minorities
to be more equal treatment for
them in the criminal justice
system. Brownback said he
would continue to push for the
National Museum of AfricanAmerican History and Culture
in Washington. Keyes spoke of
bringing more religious values
into schools.
Paul received loud applause
when he told the audience that
minorities are unfairly punished in the criminal justice
system. He also called for ending the war on drugs. "It isn't
working," Paul said.
Among the Republicans who
have criticized the leading contenders for skipping the forum
are former Mouse Speaker
Newt Gingrich of Georgia, and
former Lt. Gov. Michael Steele,
the first black official elected
statewide in Maryland.
"I'm puzzled by their deci-

sion. I can't speak for them. I
think it's a mistake." Gingrich,
who is considering joining the
race for the GOP nomination,
said this week.
Smiley also moderated
a debate in lune among the
Democratic presidential candidates at Howard University in
Washington, another historically black school.
Larlier this month, seven of
eight Democratic candidates
participated in a debate aired
by Univision, the Spanish-language TV net work. A Univisionsponsored GOP debate was
canceled after only McCain
agreed to participate.

' onlin
www.bgnews
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GETALIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some evwift ratal (rom ewmsbguedu

Textbook rentals offered to students to help lower prices

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Tropical Trends Sale

By Hannah Sparling
Reporter

Table Space Educ. Bldg.

8 a.m. 9 p.m.
Contemporary Art
Western Spring Break

Trip
131 Union

8 a.m. -11 p.m.
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
204 Olson.p

Delta Xi Phi Keychain
Sales
Union Tables

S p.m
Homecoming Parade
6:15 p.m.
Homecoming Pep Rally
University Lawn

6:30-7 p.m.
Development Dinner
310 Union

8 pm.

Friday. September 2820073'-

Jerome Library and the
University Bookstore have
joined together in an attempt to
make textbooks more affordable for students.
The textbook rental program,
which is currently in a trial
phase, allows students to rent
textbooks from the Library at
the rate of two dollars for every
three hours.
During the trial phase,
which will last throughout
the fall semester, 10 textbooks
will be available to rent. Mary
Zachary, head of access services at the Library, said the textbooks were chosen from a list of
the top 20 most used and most
expensive textbooks issued for
classes at the University.
One of the most immediate drawbacks the program is
experiencing is that it was not
publicized very well.
It was put together mainly in
the week before classes started, Zachary said, and word
about the new service was not
spread as well as it could have
been. By the time students who
might have used the program
found out about it, they had
already purchased their text-

books, she said.
Many of the professors were
unaware of the program as
well.
Melissa Spirek, an associate
professor of journalism, had no
idea that the program existed.
The book for her Journalism
100 class was one of the selected trial books.
Spirek was unhappy with the
program and very doubtful of
its success. She felt it would
discouragestudcnts from using
books outside of class.
Spirek also felt that students
who used the rental program
would be less likely to engage
with the material in the book if
they were unable to write in it.
"I will actively tell future
classes to not consider the program," Spirek said.
The textbook for Timothy
Fuerst's economics class was
another of the books chosen,
and he was also unaware that
the program existed.
Fuerst was slightly skeptical
of the program as well. He said
if a textbook was principle to
a course, then ownership of it
would be a big part of success.
Textbooks are expensive, but
if having a book is the difference between a D in a course
and a B, then it is a very good

"The pilot in no way changes the
traditional role of a library... It just gives
us an opportunity to measure the demand
students would have for a leasing program."
rhomas Atwood I Dean of libraries
investment, Fuerst said.
Thomas Atwood, the dean
of libraries, emphasized the
fact that the program was not
meant to take over the usual
functions of the library, but
simply to supplement them
and to see what might and
might not work in the future.
"The pilot in no way changes
the traditional role of a library
from one with free and open
lending patterns," Atwood
said. "It just gives us an opportunity to measure the demand
students would have for a leasing program."
The rental program is simply
a way for the library and the
bookstore to work together on
the growing problem of textbook prices.
Atwood said the Library had
traditionally tried to stay away
from textbooks because they
are so expensive, and since
the editions are constantly

changing, the Library would
be unable to accommodate the
different needs of the many
students on campus.
"Textbook
acquisitions
would swallow up the library
materials budget each year, and
the library would be filled with
duplicate material. We would
become a warehouse instead of
a library," Atwood said.
leffrey Nelson, director of
the University Bookstore, said
he saw the most potential in
the program's ability to get
different organizations of the
University working together. The collaborations of the
Library and the University
Bookstore could be a big step
towards solving problems like
the growing expenses of textbooks, he said.
It might not become the new
way of buying or using books,
Nelson said, but it may lead to
something else.

Students had mixed feelings
about the new program.
CaitlinMcKisson.juniorand
student desk assistant in the
Library, was excited about the
program at first.
"It sparked my interest
because it could keep students
from spending an outrageous
amount of money on books
each semester," McKisson
said.
But later, McKisson realized
that the program might not
work so well for her.
"Although it may save you
some money in the long run, I
personally like to have my own
books so I can use them whenever I need to," she said. "I
think it would be a nuisance to"
have to run to the Library and
spend S3 every time I needed
to use the book."
Andy Umbel, freshman, said
the usefulness of the program
depends on the class.
In classes where the book is .
used frequently, Umble said
it is useful to simply own the
book, but in classes where the
book is rarely used, it is a waste
of money to buy it outright.
"It would be good to not
spend the money on the book,
but to have it if I need it," Umbel
said.

"Proof" by David Auburn
Joe E. Brown Theater

New 0SU alert uses text-messaging
By Lindiay Bati

OU professors
son arraigned
for his murder
By Jess Mosser

U-WIRE

MIII.NS. Ohio — The son of
a slain Ohio University professor was arraigned on murder
charges on Wednesday.
Jonathan Bebb, M, of Athens.
Ohio, did not enter a plea in
Athens Municipal Court on
Wednesday morning after
being charged with the murder of his fattier, Ot) professor I'hillip Bebb. Judge William
Grim set bail at S2.r.o,oon.
Grim also stipulated that
Bebb, an engineering graduate student, must live with
his mother, WOhebnina lusty,
and stepfather: stay at home
except for work or class: and
have no access to weapons if
lie is released on bail. Grim did
not explain how he decided on
these conditions.
Bebb could go free by paying
a bondsman It) percent of the
bail — $25,000 - or by providing equity such as real estate for
the full amount.
liebb had not posted bail as
of late Wednesday night, but
could do so through the Athens
POllOS Department at any time.
The OU Police Department
has issued a campus crime alert
advising students that Bebb has
been banned from university
property and released on bail.
OUPD issued the statement "in
anticipation" of Bebb's release,
said Sally Under, university
spokeswoman.
I'hillip Hebb's wife, Susan
West, found the 66-year-old
history professor with multiple
stab wounds after returning
to tlieir home at 18 Mulligan
Road, south of the OU campus,
at about 8 p.m. Monday.
The murder charge carries
a potential life sentence but is
not punishable by the death
penalty, scud Athens County
[■rosecutor C. David Warren.
Warren requested bail be set
at $5 million, citing the violent
nature of the crime and inconsistencies in Bebb's story. The
elder Bebb was stabbed more
than 40 times, including twice
in the eye, Warren said at the
hearing. While the crime scene
showed signs of a struggle,
there was no evidence of forced
entry, Warren said. The weapon
used was described as a "buck
knife."
When questioned by police,
Bebb showed almost no emotion and offered unusual,
inconsistent answers to questions, Warren said.
Bebb also could not offer a
consistent explanation for a
wound on his right hand, said
Robert Driscoll, assistant county prosecutor.
Bebb has documented mental health issues, Warren said.
He would not elaborate on the
nature of the issues or what he
rp^nt by "documented."

U-WIRE

COLUMBUS — About 6,650 people had signed up as of Monday
afternoon for the new Buckeye
Alert System that will send text
messages to students, staff and
faculty in the event of a campus
emergency, said Bob Armstrong,
director of emergency management and fire prevention at Ohio
State.
"Our ultimate goal is to get
everybody registered for it," he
said. "We want to make sure we

can get a message to you in an
emergency."
When activated byOSU administration in the event of an emergency the text-messaging service
will send a message to everyone
who has registered. Armstrong
encouraged students, staff, faculty and parents to sign up for the
service.
Sara Smith, a sophomore in philosophy and political science, lives
off campus and thinks Buckeye
Alert can help keep her in the loop
in case of an emergency.
"It's probably harder to get the

word out to off-campus students
(because) you can't check your email that often," she said.
Brittany Shroll, a junior in
animal sciences, said she thinks
Buckeye Alert is a good idea, and
she will probably sign up for it.
"I read about it on the OSU
Web site, and 1 thought it was a
pretty good idea," she said. "I just
haven't gotten around to signing
up yet."
Armstrong said he has received
positive feedback from many
people regarding the new textmessaging service.

Heavier moms make baby boys
By Catherine J. Zi.lin.ki

"Increased weight

U WIRE

CAMBRIDGE Mass. — Want a
baby boy? licit more.
A significant increase in the
weight of a mother before pregnancy may affect the gender of
the child, according to a recent
study conducted by researchers
at the Harvard School of Public
I [earth (I ISPIII and the Karolinska
Institute in Stockholm, Sweden.
The results of the study indicate
mothers who increased their body
mass index substantially between
the first and second pregnancies
were more likely to give birth
to a baby boy the second time
around.
"A phenomena may be occurring," said the study's lead author
Idii,mid Villamor, an assistant
professor of international nutri-

could have several
adverse pregnancyrelated outcomes."
Hannta Campos | Nutrition led jre-

tion at HSPII. "These results are
provocative became there are not
many factors known to influence
the sex ratios of the child,'' and this
study could lead researchers to
further discoveries regarding possible gender prediction, he said.
The study sampled 220,889
women picked from the Swedish
Birth Registry, who wan divided
into three groups: those who had
lost weight, gained weight, or
stayed the same weight between
pregnancies.

According to Villamor, among
women who had neither gained
nor lost weight between pregnancies, 52 more boys than girls were
bom per 1,000 babies. But in the
group olWomen who had gained
3 B.MI units or more, 80 more boys
than girls were bom per 1,000
babies.
I lannia Campos, senior lecturer
on nutrition at HSPH. said gaining
weight before pregnancy poses
risks.
"Increased weight could have
several adverse pregnancy-related
outcomes, including [an| increase
in the chances of a woman having
a Cesarean delivery or stillbirth,"
she said.
Villamor said that the study,
which appeared in the Sept.
24 issue of Fertility & Sterility, is
"unlikely to have a demographic
impact on a larger level."

GPS collars cut down on time
spent searching for missing pets
By Ashley Gwilliam
U-WIRE

SAN MARCOS, Texas — Most
of us have seen the homemade
signs attached to telephone
poles, displaying pictures of
four-legged creatures with the
Word "Lost"
According to the Missing Pets
Bureau, more than 2,500 dogs
and 3,200 cats in the U.S. arcreported missing each week.
According to www.homeagain.
com, one in three pets become
lost.
In response, LovemypetsGPS
has created a Global Positioning
System tracking collar that allows
owners to immediately locate
their lost pets using a Web-based
system.
The device uses cellular signals to track pets based on the
location of the collar.
Currently, the collar is only
available for dogs, but the company said it plans to release a
ZINGERMAIYS
Breads « Pastries
sold here Saturdaysl
(419)352-0706
Mon-Sat. 11-7
Sun: 12-5
331 n. Main

collar for cats in the near luture.
Jerry Garren, product cofounder, said the GPS collar
equips owners with a proactive
pet detection tool.
"This option eliminates the
owner from having to wait on
others to find, identity' and try
and reunite the pet owner with
his or her lost pet," Gerrin said.
Heidi Luna, Springfield
Veterinary Hospital manager,
knows what it's like to keep track
of numerous animals.
"I have a chihuahua/lab/pit
bull mix, two labs and two cats
— I have a zoo," Luna said.
"When you work in this field, it's
hard not to take animals in."
She said depending on how
attached someone is to their pet.
losing an animal can affect a person the same way a death in the •
family would.
Amy Fleming, advertising'
senior, said when her cat ran'
away she felt like she had lost a'
child.

HAVE A
HAPPY BADGERHOMECOMING
"BO's
coolest
Store!"

(comer of main and clay)
GENERAL STORE OP THE IHTllKI'.
: Clothing Incense Story People ■ Bachpachs «r Purses
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"You know, sometimes I'm a complete idiot. But, eh, I'm the president,
who's gonna question it?" - George W. Bush, from Newsweek.com
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
We can be proud of BGSU
for more than sports

o many arguments,
so little evidence

Why does pride in the
University have to be connected
to football? Or the color orange?
I don't like football or the school
colors; I do, however, really
love a lot of things about the
University
For example, I'm a senior in
the Political Science department and I am proud or our
department. We had two prolessors and a student receive
lulbright Scholarships at the
end of last year (out ol six at
the whole University). We had
a student gel one of two (out
ofthe whole country) internships to tile Supreme Court last
spring. Our faculty are engaged
and really interesting to talk
10 both in and out ofthe class
room. I can fairly say that I am
proud to heal this University
because ofthe Political Science
department.
Or how about our learning

communities? I am pan ofthe
IMI'AC I Learning Community
and none of the other schools
I looked at had a program anything like IMPACT. I'm proud
to he in a group that puts an
emphasis on critical thinking,
and being a thoughtful and
developing intellectual.
lust because I'm going to
a crew game this weekend
instead of to the football game.
or just because I'm not "dressed
head-to-toe in orange and
brown" does not mean that I
lack school pride. Il means I
made my decision on where to
go to school hased on something other than which football
team I liked best, or whether I
wanted to add more orange to
my wardrobe.
College isn't about football;
college is about learning, growing as a human being and about
what you will do with your
future. It would be pretty stupid
to base your future on which
football team you liked best.
— Corimie Staggs
Senior. Political Science

particularly moved
to talk about things
A fewfriendsofmineand 1
were reading during the summer in Crounds for Thought,
when I came across an interesting passage in a book. It was
the beginning of some scattered tome I had just picked
up incidentally. The passage,
which proceeded to fuel a few
hours of conversation, was
nothing out ofthe ordinary,
but of a type that I find to be all
too pervasive in our society.
I wish I could remember the
exact phrase, or the hook it
came from, but those details
are immaterial. The type of
phrase is one that you'll hear
every day, and if you're not
careful, you'll fall into a habit
of believing them.
Every so often, for instance,
I do decide to go visit my
parents. The first thing they
always ask me is, "Why do
you look so skinny?" Then
they always go through a list
of complaints. Generally they
don't say "hi." or "we missed
you," rather, they get right to
the good stuff. Inevitably we'll
talk about my study habits,
my dad will tell me that I'm
not having enough fun, and
will always sav, "You know,

on which they
have absolutely no
experience, always
question these sorts
of statements."
Chad, there's more to life than
books."
OK, taken literally, yes this
is true. But the advice behind
this statement is exactly the
type of adage that I wish to
address.
I think what my dad is trying to tell me is, in order to live
a good life, I need to do less
studying, and have more "fun"
as he defines the word. To
probably everyone except me,
this seems to be good advice.
But why?
Consider who is telling me
this. My father is a man who
probably has never read a book
post high school, surely does
not browse academic journals
and I'm lucky if I can convince
him that different people have

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Heres how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenewst?bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

It has been several years since
I last attended a BGSU football
game. I was excited to have the
chance this past weekend to
share the experience with my
12-year-old son. The weather
was picture perfect.
Upon entering the field, I was
greeted by a student who handed me a card that read "BGSU's
New Traditions." It contained
step-by-step instructions as to
what we as fans were expected
to do at given moments of the
game.
My first problem with this
is the true meaning of "tradition." A tradition, in my
opinion, can not be created by
including it in an typewritten
agenda. Instead, it comes from
a gradual acceptance from the
fans through years of popular
participation.
But this was only the beginning of my disappointment in
the game's presentation that
day. We made it to our seats

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad,
the president of Iran, and
the long time nemesis of
President Bush, took part in
a two hour long discussion
this past Monday at Columbia
University in New York City.
The discussion gave me an
interesting visualization of one
ofthe most potentially dangerous men on Earth. He struck
me as a complex individual,
capable of forming intelligent
combative statements, and as
naively stupid.
In terms of his stupidity, the
examples were quite obvious.
First, he proclaimed there was
not one single homosexual living in Iran, not one.
Now 1 find this slightly
difficult to believe when
considering the fact that it is
reported roughly one in every
ten Americans identify themselves as gay or lesbian. There
had to be at least one person
in Iran who identifies themselves as a homosexual; I'll bet
my life on it.
A second example of his stupidity was when he announced
that the Nazi slaughtering of
six million lews should not be
treated as factual, but theoretical. The fact that a man who is
in charge of an entire country
would be ignorant enough to

be skeptical of the existence of
one ofthe most documented
events in human history is
simply appalling.
Then, just as I was about
ready to believe he was a not so
distant relative ofthe cavemen
depicted on GEICO car insurance commercials, he began
making respectful comebacks.
When confronted about
Iran's nuclear ambitions, he
accused the U.S. of being hypocritical, asking "If you have
created the fifth generation of
atomic bombs and are testing
them already, who are you to
question other people who
just want nuclear power?"
Sadly, Ahmadinejad, I believe,
succeeded in making a good
point. It led me to believe that
perhaps if the U.S. doesn't
want other people to have
nuclear power, maybe the U.S.
shouldn't have nuclear power
either.
Now I'm not certain, but I do
believe that that is a concept
most of us were made aware of
back in kindergarten.
Then he was asked if he
himself, or his government
desired to seek the destruction ofthe state of Israel. He
responded with "We love all
people" and declared "there
are many lews living peacefully in Iran." He continued dancing around a simple yes or no
answer, until he was accused
of just that, and shot back with
"I ask you, is the Palestinian
issue not a question of international importance? Please
tell me yes or no," this time
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receiving applause from the
audience.
This discussion ultimately
got me thinking about who
exactly this man is. There are
the obvious characteristics:
President of Iran, tyrant,
enemy of Bush and America,
and a threat. Then we have
the not so obvious characteristics. The drive, passion, and
will of this man to achieve
anything he sets out to, is both
admirable, and frightening,
and though I tried and tried
not to, I couldn't help but
draw comparisons between
Ahmadinejad and Hitler. A
distaste for lewish people, a
role of tyranny, and fear, were
some of the things they had in
common. Then I thought to
myself, maybe there are absolutely no people who identify
themselves as homosexuals in
all of Iran, because maybe, as
Hitler did before him with the
Pink Triangles, Ahmadinejad
has rounded up anyone suspected of being a homosexual
and exterminated them.
Finally, I realized this has all
happened before. Americans
have ignored the ranting of
tyrants such as I litler in "Mien
Kampf." Osama Bin I aden
declaring war on America, and
Bush declaring war on Iraq,
and the world has suffered.
Let's hope some of us are paying close enough attention this
time.
Send ns/w/ure to this column

to mncuoMgrniuMom

n Jena, much more than the law
needs to be discussed
LINDA ROWIETT I GUEST COLUMNIST

"Let us both remember that those

Be sure to read the full submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

about 45 minutes prior to game
time where we were subject to
loud, obnoxious music blasted
from the Scoreboard's speakers. My son, sitting inches away
from me couldn't even have
a conversation with me due
to the noise. At the moments
between songs, 1 could hear the
sighs of relief from the gathering crowd followed by their
expressions of disgust as the
music resumed.
I suppose the music is
designed to get the players
psyched up for the game, but
in terms of preserving the
traditional atmosphere of a
Saturday afternoon BGSU
football game, it completely
destroyed it!
What is the need for canned
music when BG has one of
the finest marching bands
around? You want to maintain
tradition? Keep the marching
band music and quit trying
to upstage them with cheap
sound bytes.
There were moments where
the band had to compete with

a question? Give us you'

See CHAD | PageS

What are these 'new traditions?
RON SCHUII ! GUES! COLUMNIST

Junior. Spanish Education

Mr. Ahmadinejad visits America

"Unless you are
by someone's ability

MAGGIE THOMAS,

BO H0LYCR0SS,
Freshman. Education

the canned music or a TV commercial.
The most laughable moment
to me was between the 3rd
and 4th quarter where, as
instructed by the aforementioned "New BGSU Traditions"
card, the fans were expected to
sing to the pumped in music
of Neil Diamond's version of
"Sweet Caroline" only to have
it audibly jerked away and the
marching band finished the
song. How lame was that? lust
let the band carry it next time,
and all the music for that matter. I'll even let you keep the
eardrum shattering "first down
Falcon screetch."
At least with that, we have
advanced warning and with
repetition, the act of plugging
our ears at every first down
could become one of BGSU
football's "new traditions."
Schulz lines in Rossford, Ohio.
Send responses to his column to
theneivs<gibgnews.com.

First off let me say that I
applaud Sean Martin for even
noticing that the lena Six is
an issue ["In lena, not all has
gone wrong," Sept. 26]. Most
people chose to ignore it, but
Martin on the other hand has
reviewed the situation. I am
not sure if the intentions were
just because of his interest
in law as a political science
major, or if this situation was
something that he felt strongly
about because of the apparent
injustice that these young men
are experiencing. Nonetheless,
this is more than what most
individuals have had to say
regarding the matter.
His approach out of a legal
position was inconsiderate to
the real issue, that the color of
each person involved in this
event has played a major part
in how and why these things

MONDAY IN
FORUM
Jeff Smith says the University's
outsourcing of services is hurting
students.
David Busch says Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad has more power
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individuals who come from communities
that are non-white most often are not
revered as credible and they suffer for it."
have happened.

Let us begin with the all
white jury. He is correct that
with the vast majority of Jena
being white, the probability
that Mychal Bell would be
judged by whites from his
community was a lot greater.
There must be consideration
taken into account that those
black individuals who were
selected to be interviewed as
jurors probably had two problems with doing this. First, they
were trying to avoid causing
problems for their own families in the Jena area where racism is alive and well. Secondly,
they could have felt that their
involvement as a juror would
have been in vain considering
the fact that they were black
and the remaining jury members would more than likely
have all been white and less
willing to hear their views on
whether or not this young man
is innocent or guilty.
Next, we will address the
public defender and his failure
to reject the all white jury, it
would seem that the reason

that the public defender
did not contest this issue is
because he knew confidently
that this was a battle that he
would not be able to win. Most
people who have any understanding of law know that you
must pick and choose when
you will challenge certain
things in a court of law. In this
case, again with the history
of lena being all white and
discriminatory, the likelihood
of this defender winning this
battle of not wanting an allwhite jury would probably not
have been very successful and
could have possibly put Bell in
a position that was worse than
before.
The denial of Bell's bond and
the excessively high amount
that was set for all of the lena
Six just proves that the brownness of their skin was much
more of a factor than the actual
threat of them fleeing Jena or
harming someone. Bell's previous charges of criminal damage were mentioned, how does
See LINDA| PageS
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Finally, the Bush administration
discovers global warming
"I guess it's no surprise that Bush is allergic to
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the thought of mandatory emission reductions.
He has been doing his dodge, duck, dip, dive
and dodge routine around emission limits since
The city of Bowling Green does
ils pan to fight global warming.
The four utility-sized wind turbines and plans to install up to
33 more can attest to the city's
commitment of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
However, when it comes to
global wanning, the U.S. government seems to be having
more commitment issues than
the cumulative cast of "Sex and
the City." (Yeah, my girlfriend
watches it, so what?) Despite
calls from countries around the
world, the Bush administration
has refused to pass much-needed emissions regulations.
lately, this has brought the
Bush administration into the
spotlight.
In response, Bush has invited
all the top greenhouse gas producing countries in the world
to meetings hosted by the Bush
administration in Washington
on Sept. 27 and 28. The objective is to talk about making
long-term emissions cuts.
Despite the Boy Scout appearance of these meetings, Reuters,
com reports that the Bush
administration plans to stand
by their "opposition to mandatory economy-wide caps."
That means voluntary emission limits? We should make
going the speed limit, jury duty
and tiling taxes voluntary and
see how many people volunteer.
I guess it's no surprise that
Bush is allergic to the thought
of mandatory emission reductions. I le has been doing his
dodge, duck, dip, dive and
dodge routine around emission
limits since the beginning of his
presidency.
The U.S. is the best in the
world at pumping out metric
tons of greenhouse gases and
apparently the Bush administration wants to keep it that way.
1 lowever, in order to uphold
his promise of pursuinga solution to global warming. Bush
has been funding global warming research since 2001. Despite
the inherent urgency behind
a potentially globe-boiling
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different perspectives in the
world.
Thus, when my father makes
a grandiose statement regarding things of this kind, I chuckle
and promptly forget everything
he's said.
The phenomenon is not
unique to him, it's just a recurring thing that I've noticed. A
friend of mine just the other
week remarked of how much
of a drag it would be to be a
millionaire. That the stresses
and burdens one has in society
increase as you ascend the economic ladder.
What she said may have
seemed logical, but then again,
this person is someone who will
never escape the middle class.
The only experience she could
possibly have had was from
readinga novel or possibly some
article review or something. But
then, why not show me that it's
not just your uninformed opinion and quote a statistic or two?
The sad part of the situation is
that such things tend to be very
persuasive to people. People like
to hear overly-broad generalizations, and think that they've
acquired some kind of wisdom.
Let's consider a few more
examples, shall we?
Have you ever heard a
Christian say that humans are
generally good? Have you ever
questioned him or her? First of
all, what does this statement
even mean? Humans are generally good. Who is defining
"good?" How loose of a term is
"generally," and which planet is
that Christian from? Again, this
is some sort of all-encompassing supposed wisdom that is
wrought after an afternoon in
an armchair.
Truth be told, these statements don't have to be convincing to anyone. Unless you are
particularly moved by someone's ability to talk about things
on which they have absolutely
no experience, always question
these sorts of statements. If not

the beginning of his presidency."
problem, funding seems low.
The President's 2007 budget
only forks over $200 million for
global warming research. The
same amount spent everyday
on the Iraq war, according to
MSNBC.com.
liven with weak funding, the
institutions that were assigned
the task of doing global warming research came through with
conclusive results.
In 2001, Tom Karl, director of
the NOAA's National Climatic
Data Center, reported his findings to the Senate. Karl said.
"Some greenhouse gases are
increasing in the atmosphere
because of human activities
and increasingly trapping more
heat."
The Bush administration sat
on their hands.
The National Science
Foundation said in 2006,
"People are taking actions
that can change liarth and its
climate in significant ways.
Carbon dioxide is the main
culprit."
Again, nothing.

Last August, NASA examined
weather changes resulting from
global warming. Their Findings
for the central to eastern parts
of the U.S. are grim. The report
says, "The model suggests that
the most violent severe storms
and tornadoes may become
more common with warming."
After FF.MA's response to
Katrina, it is hard to imagine
their response to a swarm of F5
tornadoes.
Still, not enough to make
Bush shake in his hunts.
These are just a few reports
from over the last six years that
have been paid for and ignored
by the Bush administration.
I lowever. lately it has been harder to shove the looming global
catastrophe under the rug.
At the G-8 summit this past
June, Bush got some heat from
other countries to make the
dreaded commitment to stop

global warming. Despite the
peer pressure, Bush was the
only one to reject the proposal
to cut greenhouse gas emissions
in half by 2050.
The summit also proposed
to expand the Kyoto Protocol
that all the G-8 countries have
signed. Oh yeah, except for
the U.S.
But for the Bush administration, global warming
is like a bad case of herpes,
it keeps coming back. The
Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) plans
to release their comprehensive
report on global warming in
November. Over 2,500 scientific
experts from more than 130
countries have compiled six
years of work into one report.
The IPCC says it will be "the
most policy-relevant scientific
document on climate change
for years to come."
After years of reliable studies
from credible institutions, it's
hard to imagine that anyone
could deny global warming is
happening. It's hard to imagine
that anyone could think global
warming is not propelled by
humans.
Then, on Sept. 14 a miracle
happens. The BBC reports
that lohn Marburger, scientific
adviser to the President, said it
is more than 90 percent certain
that greenhouse gas emissions
from humans are to blame for
global warming.
What an epiphany.
Despite this ray of hope
for emission restrictions in
the Bush administration, it is
doubtful there will be any major
changes until Bush leaves office,
exactly 480 days from today.
Until then, passing emissions
regulations will continue to
be as easy as passing a kidney
stone.
Send responses to this column
lo thenewsti'>bgneu's.cotn.

"I think that what my dad is trying to tell
me is that, in order to live a good life, I need
to do less studying, and have more 'fun' as
he defines the word. To probably everyone
but me, this seems to be good advice. But

why?"
directly, then get in the habit of
being able to recognize them, so
that you can ignore them.
Personally, 1 don't want to be
convinced by someone talking about the nature of human
beings that hasn't read a single
sociology book. I don't want
political commentary regarding Iraq from someone who
hasn't been paying attention
and reading the literature, and
I don't want advice as to how to
live my life from someone who's
never tried any other ways himself or herself.
The lack of evidence in these
types of expressions is the key
to decoding their fallaciousness.
You would do well to make a
mental alarm clock to ring every

time someone says something
that requires evidence. Though,
you may have to hit the snooze
button a few times given the frequency these things are said.
In the end, I suppose, it all
cantilevers on the type of person you wish to be. If you want
to be someone who is sharp witted and can detect when they're
being duped, start paying attention to people's words. However,
if you want to be the forever
fooled, by all means believe
whatever blanket statement
you wish. After all. ignorance is
bliss, isn't it?
Send responses to this column
to tlteneu'st?'bgnews.com.
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I'd still like an answer, please
SEAHIUTZMAMM : GUEST COLUMNIST

Brian Kutzley's last column,
"The Alarming Revolution,"
ISept. 25| referred to a question I had asked him at a panel
where the issue of homosexual
marriage was being debated.
He failed to answer it then,
and he fails to answer it now.
Kutzley used the slippery slope
argument (which anyone who
knows anything about logicknows is an invalid way to
justify a position), claiming
that if we allow gays to marry,
what's next? Polygamy? Incest?
Man marrying his pet turtle?
(Actually, that last statement
on man/turtle relations was
made by Sen. John Cornyn
of Texas (a conservative
Republican, surprise surprise),
not Kutzley.)
During the question and
answer period, I asked him if
there was any reasonable explanation why the government
should be able to favor one
form of sexuality which harms
no one and is between consensual adults, over another. I was
anxious to hear his response
because I believe if the government is not able to pass laws
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this correlate with his right to
a speedy trial, and again the
risk of leaving lena or harming
someone? Criminal damage
does not project that he is a
threat to other people in the
lena community.
The nooses and the "White
Tree" let me help Martin here,
the year is 2007, not 1965. We
have a woman, a Hispanic
man and a black man running
for president. This is not old
"Jim Crow," nor is it the days
of continuous brutality of the
Ku Klux Klan or the March
to Selma. We as a nation are
supposed to be past this, not
revisiting it in the 21st cen-

k

respecring an establishment
of an official religion, then it
certainly should not be able to
pass laws respecting the establishment of an official sexuality.
That's what my liberal values
teach me, anyways.
But I understand there are
those out there who do not
share my liberal values. Those
like Kutzley who responded
to my question by using the
bandwagon argument (another
logical fallacy), claiming that the
state has the right to discriminate because the majority of the
voting population had chosen
to deny those of different sexual
persuasions equal rights under
the law. He used this same argument a couple of weeks ago in
one of his columns to justify
the labeling of homosexuals
as deviants on par with drug
addicts (gee, what a class act).
This argument defies reason,
just because 300 million people
say the Earth is flat, does not
mean the Earth is flat. Surely he
would not agree that the laws of
slavery and segregation made
against ethnic minorities by
the state were justified because
the majority of the people (on
the basis of their conservative
values) decided to deny equal

rights under the law for the
seemingly "deviant" groups of
their day. Luckily there were
Supreme Conn judgments
and a Civil War to restore those
rights to our fellow citizens.
Kutzley now concedes in his
latest column that there really
is no logic.il reason why we
are denying our fellow citizens
equal rights. He claims that
"some values should IK.' really
sacred..." I agree with that
statement. Some of our values
should be beyond reproach;
those of justice, freedom, community, equality, and most of
all, reason. Any value dial's
based on bigotry, ignorance and
inequality I believe is our moral
duty to eliminate.
1 folding on to one value for
the sake of it being "traditional"
is illogical and harmfully conservative, and it retards the
quality of our society. So I'll
repeat my question once more,
what right does the government
have to deny equal rights to its
citizens? And no, I'm not joking.

tury. The convenience store,
the young black students
being charged with stealing a
firearm and the young white
students who shouldn't have
had a concealed weapon in
their car are all examples of
this. In addition, to the fact
that he was underage with
a weapon, again shows the
discrimination. With the fair
barn party and the beating of
Robert Bailey and simple battery charges brought against
the white man, but later the
assault of Justin Barker and the
Jena Six being tried as adults
if possible, and charged with
attempted murder in the second degree and conspiracy,
come on, does Martin still not
see the injustice?
He is right, there is more

than one side lo a story, but
let us both remember that
those individuals who come
from communities that are
non-white most often are not
revered as credible and they
suffer for it. I, like Martin, hope
that all students, faculty and
staff that view what 1 have
written, questions some of
what 1 have had to say enough
to research it, so that they will
also be able to enter a conversation like this with others, and
help make cases like Jena stop
being a secret, but a catalyst to
make change for the future.

Lutzmann is a sophomore
majoring In political science.
Send responses to his column to
theneu *s@1)gneii •s.coni.

Roirlcrt Is a senior majoring in Sodal work. Send
responses to her column to

thenews@bgnews£om.
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Mom/Cad Mugs
»0$U Water-bottles
Shorts
Little Girl Cheerleading Uniforms

Regular

Sale

♦4Z99
*29.99
♦59.99
♦19.99
♦3.99
♦4.99
♦14.99
«49.99

♦20.00
♦10.00
♦25.00
♦14.99
♦1.99
♦2.79
♦9.99
♦29.99

FREE BGSU DECAL WITH PURCHASE
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HOMECOMING

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Got plans for
the weekend?
CHECK OUT THE HOMECOMING
EVENTS AROUND CAMPUS
TODAY

SATURDAY

Will start at Doyt Perry Stadium and

7 a.m. registtalion
9 a.m. start
Freddie and Frieda 5K Fun

ends at University Hall.

Run/Walk

F'

Homecoming Parade

Student Recreation Center

Admissions Presentation

University Hall lawn

110 McFall Center

(rain location: Anderson Arena)

Live music, food and drinks, crafts and

11am.
Campus Tour
With a special welcome to alumni sons and
daughters 110 McFall Center

activities for all ages Tours of the new
Sebo Athletic Center 5$ per person
RSVP info found at bcjsualumm.com.
Doyt Perry Stadium Parking Lot
L, North side of stadium

SUNDAY
2 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Honoring Larry Weiss '67
Falcon Alumni and friends are invted
to celebrate with Lany Weiss foi his S4

8 p.m.
Festival Series

Doyt Perry Stadium

p.m
Falcon Fanatic Store Opens
Doyt Perry Stadium

6 p.m.
Outdoor Pep Rally and
Royalty Crowning

HOpm. -950 pm.
Falcon Fest

Alumni Family BBQ

years of service to the University Mileti

Falcon Marching Band and
Alumni Falcon Marching
Band
Doyt Perry Stadium

6 p.m.
Falcon Football vs. Western
Kentucky
Doyt Perry Stadium

Falcon Fireworks
Doyt Perry Stadium

Alumni Center

The Academy of St Martin m the Fields
Chamber Ensemble - The Lois M.
Nitschke Memorial Concert Kobacker
Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center

330 p.ll
I '
Meijer Tailgate Park
Doyt Perry Stadium

UAO Homecoming Concert
featuring Third Eye Blind
Anderson Arena

FALCON PRIDE SURROUNDS CAMPUS
CELEBRATE GOOD TIMES: Come 'on out and watch the Falcon football team test Western Kentucky's skills tomorrow ,it 6 pro.
COLORFUL FALCON PRIDE: Students participate in Tie Dyeing outside the BowenThompson Student Union which v.as sponsored
by the Resident Student Association (RSA)

DON'T HAVE A...: Emily Porter, member of Royally Court watches Jackie the Cow during Cow Chip Bingo which took place on
University Hall Lawn for Homecoming festivities

R»CHtl MDWANSKI I THE BG NEWS

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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UAO PRESENTS

i
i
I I
September 29,2007 @ 9:30PM
erson Arena

«

I

universityactivitiesv
organization

Tickets are available on the day of the
show at Anderson Arena from
10:00 am-7:00pm
$20 for students
$25 for the public
For more information contact UAO @
1-419-372-2486

myuao@bgnet.bgsu.edu

NO CAMERAS, DRINKING ,SMOKING OR
FIREARMS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Classic Short, $120
Black, Sand, Chestnut
or Chocolate

The Shops at Fallen Timbers

Grand Opening
Charity Tribute

Show

Tuesday,
October 2
() p.m. - J p.m.

Support for these (,

our In i ii 111 >i!
SIU SIOKI

< DIM sounds,
SifIs with i

s I,ire. rei

lii HI n prn
ama/inK people

THE PULSE
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WEEKEND PUNS
LOCAL

Local musicians open for The Ataris

TheAtarisat
Howard's Club H

By Emily Rippc
Reporter

This indie alternative
rock band will headline
at Howard's Club H on
Sunday. The show starts
at 7 p.m. and local band.
Brace for Impact, will be
the opening act

TOLEDO AREA

When brothers Tom and |oe
DiNardi started playing cover
songs in the basement of their
Strongsville home a few years
ago, they never thought they'd
wind upbeingtheopeningband
for one of the most influential
pop/punk bands of our time.
Hut after acquiring a "GQ
model" bassist, developing their
own unique sound and building up a posse of fans, including
a band and a public relations
manager, the band became
a widely known group called

Brace For Impact — an in-yourface, pop/punk band ready to
take over the music world.
"I really believe it's | Brace
For Impact) the next big thing,"
said the band's manager Nick
Minich. "Lookingat the past, we
had one-hit wonders in the 90s,
a rap era in the early 2000s, now
we are in some kind of hip/hop
phase, but rock is coming back
and these guys are the icons of
the future."
According to Minich, the
name says it all. Brace For
Impact. Should we wear helmets? Kneepads? Harplugs?
While you may want to be pre-

"I believe it's [Brace For Impact] the next big
thing...rock is coming back and these guys
are the icons of the future."
Nick Minich | Band Manager

pared for this up-and-coming and Mxpx, their music is soothband, wearing protective gear ing to the ears, especially if given
might be a little unnecessary, the chance to see them live.
considering Brace For Impact's
Their first recording titled
sound probably won't literally "Face Down in the Ditch" is not
knock you off your feet.
a fair representation of their
Heavily influenced by bands music today and how they
like the Used, Incubus and the sound in person, according to
Foo Fighters, but sticking true to band members.
their roots: Green Day, Sum 41
"We kind of threw it togeth-

•

J

THI \\qji BLI

Tonight and tomorrow
night, comedian Mike

<

Merryfield will be performing at Connxtions
Comedy Club in Toledo.

.a •

He's bringing his unique
style and likeability to
comedy clubs and cor-

i

porate events across

i.

JEE

America. Also performing
is Keith Ruff and Bob
Phillips.

*

.

Rediscover at
Headliners

•":
. »a
•

% *■

•

This band, with members
I PHOTO PROVIDED BY 5E8C0M

from Perrysburg. will
perform Satuday night at
Headliners. Doors open

"DOOT DOOT DOOT. DOOT DOOT DOOT OOOT": Sludents will hear this refrain in their heads alter attending the Thud Eye Blind concert at Anderson Arena Saturday
night. The band will perform at 9:30 pm after the Bowling Green vs. Western Kentucky Homec oming football game.

at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6
in advance and $8 at the
door Plague The City.
Until June. The Finals, and
The Winks? will open for

A "semi-charmed" fan

Rediscover, who will play
at midnight.

A love-hate relationship
with Third Eye Blind
BRANDON WRAY GUEST COLUMNIST

ELSEWHERE
Scream Acres
Haunted
Cornfield and The
Maize
Open from September
28-October28,thecorn
maze is located at Leaders
Family Farms in Napoleon.
Tickets are $8. The maze
is open Fridays and
Saturdays until 10 p.m.
and Sundays until 9 p.m.
I PHOTO PROVIDtD BY iEBCOM

Am I the right person to write a Third Eye Blind column,
touting their show at Anderson Arena this weekend?
I have a lengthy love-hate relationship with the band,
which is probably the same relationship the general public
has had with the San Francisco group — except for me, the
hate came first.
The summer of 1997 when "Semi-Charmed Life" came
out and was all over the radio I couldn't hate the band
moa\ At best, the song seemed very average to me. It
wasn't about much except for a guy having a sexual act
performed on him and referencing (though it was bleeped
out) crystal meth. Sure, the idea that the slacker generation
thing was in full force and we were all living semi-charmed
kind-of-lives seemed to register a little bit. Still, overall this
was a song with a modest hook that somehow took radio
by storm.
I wrote an entertainment column for The BG News the
fall of 1997 in which I listed the "Top Ten Overplayed Songs
of the Fall" and "Ufe" was No.l. I leek, I re-did the column
for the spring and it still earned a spot in the Top Ten, along
with its follow-up snoozer "How's It Going to Be?"

IN THE STUDIO: Third Eye Blind has recorded three albums, and their latest effort is a

Skate for Hope

See FAN | Page 15

greatest hits collection.

The Nationwide Arena
in Columbus hosts Emily
Hughes. Brooke Castile
and Ben Okolski, among
hundreds of others, at
the figure skating event
benefiting bi east cancer
reearch and awareness at
5 p.m. on Sept. 29.

Bowling Green DMB
fans rank 22nd place
Ryan Sullivan
Reporter

7 get to go to lots
ofoverseas
places, like
Canada."
- Britney Spears
*\

One and (RED) campaigns
inspire students to help a cause
By Alii.. ON.il

"Lately, [DMB] have
been doing more to

THEY SAID IT

See BAND | Page 13

•

1

Comedian Mike
Merryfield

er," said singer/guitarist Tom
DiNardi. "I'm not ashamed of
it though."
The last album also didn't
include their bass player, Ryan
Michel, who left the band over
the summer of 2()0(i, but then
rejoined the next school year.
"I felt like we weren't together as much as I'd hoped," said
Michel. "My musical tastes were
heavier, and I wanted to play in
a band with that kind of music,
but that wasn't for me."
It was a critical point in time
for the band, but the DiNardi

Dave Matthews Band first busted
onto the music scene when they
give back to their fans.
released their first major studio
album, "Under the Table and
To have your favorite
Dreaming," in 1994. Now, they
may be bursting down the doors
band playing in your
of the Doyt Perry Stadium thanks
to a contest the University is parbackyard is amazing."
ticipating in.
Jonathon Fiscus | Alumnus
The contest, being sponsored
by AT&T Blue Room, is for university students and Dave Matthews As of publication, Bowling Green
Band fans from around the coun- has been as high as 8th place and
is currently listed in 22nd.
try.
The rules for the contest are
The University Activities
simple: Whichever of the 119 eli- Organization is taking more of
gible Division IA schools receives a grassroots approach to this
the highest percentage of votes opportunity. Freshman Drew
per students enrolled will win a
free Dave Matthews Band concert.
SeeDMBI
HO

Reporter

These days celebrities are everywhere. Their faces are plastered
onto buses and billboards supportinga range of products from
perfume to sports equipment.
Recently, celebrities have been
lending their famous faces to
support another form of product — worldwide campaigns
to improve living conditions
across the globe.
The ONE Campaign is a
worldwide initiative to end
poverty that has garnered
celebrity involvement and
endorsement.
Brad Pitt,
Cameron Diaz, Penelope
Cruz, and Bono, featured in
a commercial for ONE, are
among the A-list of celebrities

who offer their support to the
campaign.
On Bowling Green's campus, one student is aligning
his voice with those celebrities and two million
otherpeoplewhohave
become involved with
ONE since its launch
in 2004.
Sophomore Cody Peyton
became involved with the
ONE Campaign about six
months ago after hearing one
of his friends mention the
group. He was motivated to
join the mission of ONE by
his travels through the United
States and his experiences
with poverty.
"I've been all over the country and I've seen a lot of povSee CAUSE | Page 15

Keeping cool like
a can in a bozie
The only thing worst than a
cold hand is a warm drink. And
the best line of defense against
both, is the koozie.
Koozies (also known as
cozies, coolies and can coolers)
have been keeping beverages
cool and cozy wrapped up in
a foamy insulation for years. 1
could not find the exact date
they were discovered, but
what a year that must of been.
Originally designed to hug a 12
ounce can, the koozie has since
taken many shapes and sizes.
"Dang man, you got a koozie!"
There are two distinct types
of koozies when it comes to
cans. The bulky foamy ones
and the thin floppy ones. 1
prefer the thin floppy ones
because they fold and fit great
in back pockets, which is an
excellent place to always keep
your koozie because you never
know when you may encounter a frosty beverage. The large
foamy style is more effective,
but a little too bulky for me.
Glass bottle koozies are special because they serve another
purpose besides maintaining
temperatua". It also acts as
padding against any dropped
and potentially shattered
bottles.
But 12 ounce cans and
bottles aren't the only size protected.
I have seen wine bottle
sleeves made from koozie
material, koozies made to fit
pint cans as well as 20 ounce
mugs.
One time I had a U.S.
Smokeless Tobacco koozie that
snapped on like the old snap
bracelets. It had two bracelets
i tinning through the foam
and was probably my favorite
koozie ever. I used to keep it on
my ankle up to the day it was
stolen.
Some koozies slip right on,
some snap, some zip and some
even Velcro. Some represent
sports teams, businesses,
schools, organizations and
even fish heads. But no matter
what kind of koozie you may
carry, rest assured, your hand
will be warm, your drink cold
and nobody will accidentally
pick up a drink that is clearly
reserved by your koozie.

I*

INSIDE: Check out Freddy's blog at
http //featsinowithfteddy blogspot com
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A film that
SOUL.SAVEK.S

,

just might
break your
heart

/v

■ Early Grade | B

THE HEARTBREAK KID"

■ Soulsvers
■ Grade | B

and lonely bite, but not much bark to back it up.
on their seH-titled debut.

WHAT DAVE HERRERA THINKS:

Simons 1972 hit "The Heartbreak Kid"

Despite the duo's name, and the bootstrappulling sense of their album's title. Soulsavers'.

man (Stiller) who, while on his honey-

"It's Not How Far You Fall It's The Way You

moon, discovers that his wife is not who

Land" is actually a pretty dark offering

he thought she was. and at the same

WHAT DAVE HERRERA THINKS:
I PHOTO PROVIDED BY ROTTfN
COMEDY GONE TO FAR: Dane Cook and Jessica Alba give a less-than-stellar performance in iheir latest movie. "Good Luck Chuck''
■ntly debuted last week

Young'ins Metro Station offer a lot of angst filled

The band is mostly made up of synthesizers,
but without much intricacy and more importantly,
without much power. Instead they come off like a

"Good Luck Chuck" degrades

scary high school band, or a really funny moment
on 'Arrested Development"
Songs like "Shake It" jump from quiet intros
into what should be pounding verses and choruses But without a hint of fuzz or bass response,

women and fails to impress
■ Grade | D

GOOD LUCK CHUCK
WHAT AARON HELFFERICH THINKS:
.• ■-.. -"itfltent to consider what signiI good g«ft> out" comedy Recently, we ve
had "Superbad" It mixed the nght blend of
humorously nasty visual images and a dignified
core relationship between its main characters
f

fom the same creators of "Superb*!" we
■) Yo* Old Virgin It was a movie

that didn't rely on stereotype to define their
diaracters. and felt expressively honest and
free to manipulate the language to a barrage
of sex- related humor
Now. consider the newest raunchy comedy
'Good Luck Chuck.' It has all the capabilities of
being a sweet romantic comedy starring the
■ yea Afca. and funnyman Dane
Cook. Cook plays Charlie, the poor boy who
had a sped put on him where every girl he has
Ki with ends up married to the next guy she

the slow tick-tick-tick of the tinny drums is all
that drives the song, and tick-ttck-ttck never got
anybody to dance.
Especially as "Shake It offers some of Metro

meet will be the one Inevitably, we are forced

Station's more creative fyncs and rhythm (who'd

the girl of his dreams: Cam (Alba). Since he

to think of Albas klutz of a character as a

have thought 'now she does it like this/wMe you

wants her for himself he obviously can t have

goddess sense all of the other women seem

do it kite that" would be so catchy?) it falls dtsap

sex with her until the spell is broken. What is a

dumber than she is

pomtingfy flat.

Note his predicament when he leek he met

Evidently, the good nature side, especially

man to do? In light of these tendencies, "Good

Too often the band jumps into vocal territory

the rare heartfelt moments of this movie goes

that simpfy doesn't translate into very strong

to an object, satirizes their breasts, and turns

tarnished by its humor. It might be time for

every lame dirty joke into a forgettable and

Dane Cook to start looking for some new

emotions
"111 swim the ocean for you/the ocean for you"

repulsive mess among a lifeless story to begin

work. After he fared well in the dramatic Mr

vocalist Mason Musso cries on "Kelsey" Then.

with.

Brooks, his comedic attempt in "Employee of
the Month." and now "Chuck" has thrown him

as if "Kekey" enioys yodelmg. Musso jumps into
a 'woah ee woah-ee-woah" that sounds more

straight into a maze of bad luck

desperate than desirous

raunchy s»de and Albas acting talent seems
nonexistent, the filmmakers go for what is successful Therefore, the story relies on gross-out
humor and bizane gags that seem out of place.
Many of these jokes carry a blatant faired
towards women.
It's degrading to see the only girl n this film
with any sense of character is the stereotyped
Gothic girl who puts the spell on Charlie All
women m this movie idiotically throw themselves at Charlie for meaningless sex in the
wrongful hopes that the next person they wi

■■'

I Good Luck Chuck is rated
R for sequences of strong
sexual content including
crude dialogue, nudity, language and some drug use.
I Runtime: 96 min.
I Directed by Mark Helfrich.
and stars Dane Cook.
Jessica Alba, and Dan
Foglery.

Mark Lanegan's wonderful rumble of a
voice certainly helps - he sings on most of the

The bridge "Now That We're Done again
sacrifices promising lyrics of a hurt lover with
inexplicable effects that feel kke an attempt to
use fancy recording tricks
On the plus side, the band keeps the pace
constant, and all-synchs could work pretty well
eventually, especially as the group gets older
Toward the end of the album a mix of rapidfire and pop swooning vocals on "Tell Me What
To Do" and the bounce of "California" add nice
variety Let's hope they're hints of »gns to come

Continuing on the recent wave of
remakes of classic films comes the latest
film from the acclaimed comedic duo of
Bob and Peter Farrelly. aka the Farrelly
Brothers This time around it is Neil
The story follows a newly married

time meets the woman of his dreams.
It is hard to put down any comedy
helmed by the Farrelly Brothers, they

album's 10 tracks
Most of the beats, like on "Ghosts of You
and Me" or "Ask the Dust." plod along as a
sparse keyboard or organ line heightens the
tension.
You feel like you're walking m the middle of

have a track record going back to
the mid-90's of raunchy, high-guality
comedies: such titles include "There's
Something About Mary". "Kingpin", and
"Fever Pitch"

but who cares? You strut along anyway, tough,

With that said there are a lot of "ifs"
surrounding this particular movie, like

confident and ready to take on all comers.

Ben Stiller and seeing if he still has the

the night on an unlit street in a downpour -

But then the band throws in a curveball. like

Luck Chuck is a film that degrades women

Since Cook's comedy tends to be on the

WHAT JOE CUNNINGHAM THINKS:

"ITS NOT HOW FAR YOU
FALLirSTHEWAYYOU
LAND"

METRO STATION"

star power for a more mature hit that he

the transition from "Ask" - a brooding instru-

has not had since 2004 and the ques-

mental - to "Spiritual." when Lanegan. now
stripping the gravel in his voice, repeats. "Jesus.

These factors have the ability to make

I don't wanna die anymore . now all I have is

or break this particular film, if either of

you." It's impressive stuff
Other times, a choir will come leaping out of

will suffer as a result

the background, giving songs a Pink Floyd feel
to them When that happens, keyboards shift
from dark to just-beginning-to-see-the-light

tionable supporting cast, to name a few.

them is not up to the task, than the film
Overall the htm looks good enough
to garner its fair share of laughs it is
unlikely it will be anything gieat. espe-

Even with these shirts in tone, the album's

cially in light of such films as 'Superbad"

main problem remains it drags if you're in the

and "Knocked Up", two of the best com-

wrong mood Only when we gel to "Jesus of

edies to come out m the last decade

Nothing." the ninth track does an extra click or
clack of the drums make its way into the mix
- and that hardly speeds things up anyway
It's an interesting offering, and certainly
youll have a dark day or two. when it would be
perfect to get lost in But for everyday listening'

■ Starring Ben Stiller
■ Directed by The Farrelly
Brothers (There's
Something About
Mary")

Not a chance

DMB
From Page 9
Campbell, a UAO director, said
the main way they are getting the
word out about this contest is by
WOld of mouth and mass e-mail.
Another approach being taken
by more and more students now
is the social networking site,
Facebook. There are currently
four Facebook groups devoted
to Howling Green winning this
contest. Dave Matthews enthusiast and former student. Jonathan
Fiscus, is creator of the largest
group devoted to this cause.
"Lately, |DMB| have been doing
more to give back to the fans,"
Fiscus said. "To have your favorite band playing in your backyard
is an amazing opportunity."
There are five different ways for
Students to submit their votes.
The quickest way is to text your
vote to 959 and typing DMB in
the message. The only problem
with this method is that it is only
open to AT&T mobile customers.
Other submission methods,
however, are open to anybody
and all of them are free. You can
registeratwww.attblueroom.com
and send a video, audio message,
picture, or a short eMessage.
These submission methods are
open to anybody and students
are able to vote up to 50 times
.1 day.
There are also separate prizes awarded to people for such
things as best message, funniest
picture and most original video.
There are some University students who aren't as enthusiastic
as Fiscus. Senior Chris Marcum
said he saw the Facebook group
but didn't join. He said if they did
come, he would attend, but he
isn't going to participate in the
voting.
Graduate
student
lames
liiutzenheiser, a self-proclaimed
DMB fan, is so excited about this
opportunity that he said he votes
multiple times a day.
"Dave Matthews fits the
Midwestern attitude of this campus," Lautzenheiser said. "His
politics also match the atmosphere of BG."
UAO Vice-president Elyse
Anaszewicz said the concert has
been approved by University officials and if the University does in
fact win, UAO will be responsible
lor running the show.
Voting for the contest ends on
October 15 at midnight.

JORDAN FLOWER

Tapes and others play venue
LOCAL SHOWS AT HOWARDS: This Friday We are the fury. Plaque The City. Mill
Engines m Neutral and several more bands will take the stage Doors Open at 9 p.m.
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PERRY FIELD HOUSE • 10:30 A.M. - 3:00 P.M.
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The Bee Gee News
became a daily paper
in 1965.
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• INTERNS
• CO-OPS

eminuE (December 2007*
• FULL-TIME May 2O08 graduates)
■ Are you registered with WorkNet?
- Is your resume ready?
■ Do you know how to work a job fair?
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/career

I Bowtn-Thompion

REGULAR DROP-IN HOURS
l 5*lm* Sttilom, HntCoM, Rnt-Swvtd
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, I Thursdays
9:30-11:30 AM & 2:00-4:00 PM
Wednesdays, 5.O0-7:00 PM

To view a list ol organizations thai are registered, access your WorkNet account and click on Fall EXPO 2007 opportunities

BGSU
C.BrCCT ( ,OntCr Division of Student Aff.urs • 1001 F Wooster Street
322 Saddlemire Student Services at Conklin North- Bowling Green, Ohio43403 OlbO
Telephone: 419-372-2356 • http:/www.bgiu.edu/offiees/si/cjreer
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SIDELINES

THE BATTLE OF
TODAY
The BG News'
football program
The program is good for
any information involving
Saturday's game against
Western Kentucky at "The

Friendly wager to take place
for Saturday's game

Doyt."

ONLINE
Check out The BG
News sports blog
Be sure to check out The
BG News sports blog for

In the event of a BG win Saturday. Elaine Walker, the mayor of
Bowling Green, Ky. has agreed to fly a Bowling Green Falcons' flag
at city hall for the duration of the following week. Bowling Green,
Ohio Mayor John Quinn has agreed to do the same and fly the
Western Kentucky Hilltoppers' flag should the Falcons lose. The
losing mayor will have to provide a photo of him/herself in front of
the flag of the opposing school flying high.

up-to-date football game
info on Saturday Visit http://

Claims to fame?

bgnewssports.blogspot.
com.

FOOTBALL
Grossman benched,
Griese making start
After another poor
performance by Rex

While Bowling Green, Ky. has bred Jefferson
Davis, the president of the Confederacy,
Bowling Green, Ohio has graced the
world with personalities such as Scott
Hamilton and Eva
Marie Saint.

Grossman the Bears decide to
go with Griese
Page 12

SCHEDULE
TODAY

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY COLIN WILSON

Men's soccer:

■ I WNEWS

at Buffalo; 7 p.m.
Volleyball:
at Kent State; 7 pm.
Women's soccer:
vs. Northern Illinois; 4 p.m.

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History
1996-Yankees catcher Jim
Leyritzisthesecondcatcherto
wear a hockey mask.
1979—Larry Holmes TKOs
Earnie Shaver in 11 rounds for
the heavyweight title.
1960-TedWilliamshitsthe
final home run of his career
(52!) off Jack Fisher.
1951-NormVanBrocklinof
the Rams passes for an NFLrecord 554 yards.

The List
The homecoming football
game is against the Western
Kentucky Hilltoppers. located
in Bowling Green, Ky. Today
we list five reasons Bowling
Green, OH is better.

1. History museums:
BG, Ky. has the National
Corvette museum. Sweet. BG.
OH has a Civil War museum.

Falcons head on important road trip
over weekend through Kent, Athens
By S«an Shapiro
Reporter

AsimpressiveasBG's 10-5record
and six-game winning streak
may be. its first true test in the
MAC begins this weekend as
they head to Kent State tonight
and Athens tomorrow to factOhio University.
The Falcons are currently riding a hot streak that has seen
them help head coach Denise
Van De VValle gain career wins
450 and 451.
BG has been led this season
by an aggressive front line that
has been hitting .236 as a team
while holding opponents to a
combined .187 hitting percentage.
Defensively, the Falcons have
been led by Chelsey Meek who is
averaging 5.50 digs a game, good
for the 24th best in the NCAA as
of Sept. 23rd. Senior Madeline
Means is second on the team
in digs with 173 good for 3.09 a
game.

"[Kent has] a new
coach, they're a
big physical team,
they're on a roll."
Kent holding an overall edge of
39-16, as well as the past four
games dating back to the 2005
season.
"They have a new coach,
they're a big physical team,
they're on a roll. The east side
[of the MAC] is very tough, if you
were picked third or fourth in
east you could easily be 2nd in
the west," Van De Walle said.
Tomorrow poses a much
tougher test for BG as they head
to Athens for a 6:30 p.m. match
against the four-time defending
MAC champions.

JOBDAN FL0WIR I WE BG NEWS

SLAM: Corrie Mills (15) spikes the ball against DePaul in a match earlier this season. The
Fakons will face Kent and Ohio this weekend.

BG's game this weekend is
tonight at 7 p.m. as they take on
Kent State. The Flashes, BG, and
Ohio are all tied for the top spot
in the MAC East with perfect 2-0
league records.

The Golden Flashes enter the
match with an overall record of
10-4, and having beaten MAC
opponents Akron (3-1) and
Buffalo (3-0). The Falcons have
had a series of success against

SeeNETTERS|Page12

more important in America's

2. Mascots: A falcon
beats a red blob that looks
like the Grimace from
McDonald's any day of the
week.

3. Street names: Ky
has Lovers Lane, while OH.
has the much more toughsounding Manville Road.

4. Stores: BG, Ky. has no
Meijer. Enough said.

5. Obsession with
Corvettes: This is not a
problem in Bowling Green,
tj. but a major one in
cky.

Lewis misses old NFL where players had freedom
ByTomWith.rs
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — Ray Lewis misses his NFL To him. the game has
become tame.
Baltimore's fearsome linebacker
longs for the days when crunching collisions didn't lead to colossal fines. He's bothered by a league
where yellow flags fly freely on
almost every play, and he's irked by
overzealous officials who rule by the
book, not with their brains.
You can't do this. You can't do
that
Everything, it seems, is off-limits.
In his 12th season, Lewis has
watched a game made famous by
its bone-jarring brutality reduced to
a rough version of two-hand touch.

need big
upset to
turn season
By Jo Kay
The Associated Press

Soana So; Patrolman

Which one do you think was
history?

jais

And, as always, Lewis delivered his
point of view with all the subtlety of
a punch in the mouth.
"We once praised people for being
tough," Lewis said. "We once praised
the lack Lamberts and the Dick
Butkuses and all those guys. Now, in
today's game, if you hit somebody
too hard you'll get fined. If you just
jaw with somebody—you could be
friends just talking back and forth in
great, spirited competition — then
you'll get in trouble.
''FAwything is about getting in
trouble now and not letting the
game be the game. That's why the
old school is (raving the game."
Lewis' impassioned rant came
TONYMJAK

See LEWIS | Page 12

AP PHOTO

THE OTHER LEWIS: Jamal Lewis runs against the Bengals on Sept. 16. Lewis will look
to have a good day against his former team, the Baltimore Ravens
I

CINCINNATI — The kickoff
meanders out of bounds. The
defense gives up another touchdown. The game is sealed by a
fumbled kick return.
Sounds like the old Bungles,
doesn't it?
During a loss in Seattle last
Sunday, the Cincinnati Bengals
(1-2) tripped all over themselves
while letting another one get
away in the closing minutes.
Now, they need a big upset to
avoid falling into a familiar predicament.
If they don't beat the New
England Patriots (3-0), it could
be curtains already.
"We have put ourselves in a
hole we need to dig out of badly."
said receiver Chad lohnson.
whose lack of frivolity during
the week underscored his team's
dire situation, "It's a good thing
it's early. It's time to go on a roll
and put things back together.
"We've got to get our swagger
back. I'm looking to put up 45
points Monday night, regardless
of whether we're playing the No.
1 defense or the No. 32 defense."
Uh, Chad? That would be the
No. 1 defense coming to town.
And the No. 1 offense, too. And
some of the NFL's best special
teams.
The Patriots have been so
dominant during their best start.
since 2004 — when they won
their third Super Bowl in four
years — that they've had to nitpick to find areas to improve.
"You don't want to kick a lot
of field goals, and that is something we haven't been doing
Soe BENGALS | Page 12
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A film that
just might
break your
heart
I Early Guile | B
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DMB
Rom Page 9
( ampbell, ,i HAD director, said
the main ua\ they are getting the
word out ahum this contest is b)
cvordol mouth and masse mail,
\nothei approach being taken
hv more and more students now
is the social networking site,
lacebook, rhere are currentl)
tour Facebook groups devoted
io Bowling Green winning this
rontest. Dave Matthews enthusiast and former student, lonathan
i iscus, is creatoi ol the largest
group devoted to this cause,
"Lately, |I)\1H havebeendoing
more lo give bad to I lit- fans."
I iscus said. ' l*o have your favorite hand playing in your backyard
is an amazing opportunity."
I here are five different ways for
students to submit their votes.
rhe quickest waj is to text your
vote co 959 and typing DMB in
the message. [Tie only problem
with iliis method is thai il is only
open to VT4YI mobile customers.
Othei submission methods,
however, are open 10 anybody
and all of them are tree, you can
regisieratwww.attblueioom.com
and send a videc i. audio message,
picture, or a shon eMessage.
! hese submission methods are
open IO anybody and students
are able to VOte up to ">0 limes
i day.
I here are also separate prizes awarded lo people tor such
things as best message, funniest
picture and most original video.
i here are some University students who aren't as enthusiastic
.is iiscus. Senior Chris Marcum
said he saw the Facebook gmup
bill didn't join. I le said if they did
come, he would attend, hut he
Isn't going to participate in the
voting,
Graduate
student
lames
l autzenheiser, a sell-proclaimed

Tapes and others play venue
LOCAL SHOWS AT HOWARDS:
■■ ,

'.

•ndjvWcao the liny.

...'.'"'■::■■..

V

PERRY FIELD HOUSE • 10:30 A.M. - 3:00 P.M.

PREPARE FOR EXPO]
Tuesday, October 2nd

IB**"

mm

1:00-5:00 PM
116 Soddltmire Studtnt Services at Conklin North

mmwmi&m
5:30-7:00 PM

180 Organizations • 450 Recruiters

301 Bowen-Thompson Studtnt Union

LlFEMOUPse*

DCT 29TH

FALCON
FACTS

The Bee Gee News
became a daily paper
in 1965.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9, 2007

OCT END

DMB fan. is so excited about this

opportunity thai he said he votes
multiple times a day
Dave Matthews fits the
Midwestern attitude of this campus," Lautzenhelser said. His
politics also match the atmosphere ol BG."
HAD Vice-president
Elyse
Anaszewicz said the concert has
been approved by University officials and if the University does in
fad win. HAD will he responsible
for running the show,
Voting for the contest ends on
October ISat midnight

PIKJUPT'.

ike!

SOUND
~IHE_ <
AiARM
SPCTING W
LINE1Z
ammm/mKEWP

2567 W. BANCROFT ST.
1 Block km UT behind 7-11
VWW.GAT0fOT0LED0.COM

TICKETS NT Ml
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CULTURE C1H5H
RECORDS fcGHTORZ
BOX OFFICE OR
CHROOE By PHONE

**\i-Hiu-mi
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• cm
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i WRRfi
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• FULL-TIME May2008graduates]
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«_lfN

322 Soddlemire Studtnt Sei vices at Conklin North
15-Minutt Sessions, First-Come, First-Served

Tuesdays, Wednesdays, & Thursdays

9:30 -11:30 AM & 2:00 - 4:00 PM

- Is your resume ready?
- Do you know how to work a job fair?

CWBSRS cw mmm ©FKOIJ
Wednesdays, 5:00-7:00 PM

www. bgsu.edu/offices/sa/career
To view a list of organizations iltai are registered, access your WorkNet account and click on Fall EXPO 2007 opportunities
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THE BATTLE OF
TODAY
The BG News'
football program
ri'i :"ogtatn is good for
any information involving
Saturday's game against
Western Kentucky at "The

Friendly wager to take place
for Saturday's game

Doyt."

ONLINE
Check out The BG
News sports blog
Be sure to check out The
BG News sports blog for

In the event of a BG win Saturday. Elaine Walker, the mayor of
Bowling Green, Ky. has agreed to fly a Bowling Green Falcons flag
at city hall for the duration of the following week. Bowling Green.
Ohio Mayor John Quinn has agreed to do the same and fly the
Western Kentucky Hilltoppers flag should the Falcons lose. The
losing mayor will have to provide a photo of him/herself in front of
the flag of the opposing school flying high.

up-to-date football game
info on Saturdai V s t http://

Claims to fame?

bgnewssports.blogspot.
com.

FOOTBALL
Grossman benched,
Griese making start
After another poor
performance by Rex

While Bowling Green, Ky. has bred Jefferson
Davis, the president of the Confederacy,
Bowling Green, Ohio has graced the
world with personalities such as Scott
Hamilton and Eva
Saint.

Grossman the Bears decide to
go with Griese
Page 12

TODAY

PHOTO IUUSTBAIION SV COLIN WILSON

Men's soccer:
at Buffalo. 7 p.m.
Volleyball:
Women's soccer:

Today in Sports
History

1996—
■■

■

•

1979—

Falcons head on important road trip
over weekend through Kent, Athens
By Sean Shapiro

ttitli

1960fl •
1951— .
■

an NFL-

lyard

The List
The homecoming football
game is against the Western
Kentucky Hilltoppers. located
in Bowling Green. Ky.. Today
we list five reasons Bowling
Green. OH is better.

1. History museums:
BG. Ky. has the National
Corvette museum. Sweet. BG.
OH has a Civil War museum.

As impressive as BG's 10-5 record
and six-game winning streak
may be, iis tiist true tesi in the
MAC begins this weekend ;is
thej head t<> Kent State tonight
and Athens tomorrow to face
Ohio University,
I he Falcons are current!) ml
in); a hot streak thai has seen
them help head coach Denise
Van IV VValle gain career wins
450 and 451.
lie; has been led this season
by an aggressive rronl line thai
has been hitting .236 as a learn
while holding opponents to u
combined .187 hitting percent
age.
Defensively, the Falcons have
hern led by (.helsey Meek who is
averaging 5.50 digs a game, good
for the L>-1th best in the NCAA as
oi Sept. 23rd. Senior Madeline
Means is second on the team
in digs with 173 good for 3.09 a
game.

"[Kent has] a new
coach, they're a
big physical team.
they're on a roll."
Kent holding an overall edge ol
39-16, as well as the past foui
games dating back to the 2005
season.
"They have a new coach,
they're a big physical team,
they're on a roll. The easi side
lofthe MAC] is very tough, if you
were picked third or fourth in
L'.ist Mm could easily be 2nd in
the west," Van De VValle said.
Tomorrow poses a much
tougher test for BG as the) head
to Athens tor a 6:30 p.m. match
against the four-time defending
MAC champions.

JORDAN FLOWER

SLAM:

15) spikes the bait against DoPaal fl a march earlier this season. The
/.ill face Kent and Ohio this weekend.

lid's game this weekend is
tonight at 7 p.m. as they take on
Kent State. I lie Flashes, BG, and
Ohio are all tied for the top spot
in the MAC last with perfect 2-0
league records.

I he Golden Flashes enter the
match with an overall record of
10-4, and having beaten MAC
opponents Akron (3-1) and
Buffalo (3-0). The Falcons have
had a series of success against

NETTERS
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Which one do you think was
more important in America's
history?
2. Mascots: A falcon
beats a red blob that looks
like the Grimace from
McDonald's any day of the
week

3. Street names: Ky
has Lovers Lane, while OH.
has the much more toughsounding Manville Road.
4. Stores: BG. Ky. has no
Meijer Enough said.

5. Obsession with
Corvettes: This is not a
problem in Bowling Green.
, but a major one in
ucky.

Lewis misses old NFL where players had freedom
By Tom With«n
The Associated Press

CI.FAT.l .AND — Hay lewis misses his NTT. To him, the game has
become lame.
Baltimore's fearsome linebacker
longs for the days when crunching collisions didn't lead to colossal fines. I le's bothered by a league
when yellow flags fly freely on
almost every play, and he's irked by
(iver/ealotis officials who rule by the
hook, not with their brains.
You can't do this You can't do
that.
Everything, it seems, is off-limits.
In his 12th season, Lewis has
watched a game made famous by
its bone-jarring brutality reduced to
a rough version of two-hand touch.

And, as always, Lewis delivered his
|x>int of view with all the subtlety of
a punch in the mouth.
"We once praised peoplefor being
tough," I ewis said. ' U'eonce praised
the lack Lamberts and the Dick
Bulkuses and idl those guys.. Now. in
todays game, if you hit somebody
too hard you'll get fined. II you just
jaw with somebody — you could be
friends just talking back and forth in
great, spirited competition — then
you'll get in trouble.
"Everything is about getting in
trouble now and not letting the
game IK- the game. Thai's why the
old school is leaving the game."
Lewis' impassioned rant came

s
need big

upset to
turn season
By Joe Kay
■

( INi INNATI - Hie kickoff
meanders out of bounds. I he
defense gives up anolhei touchdown. 1 he game i- sealed In a
fumbled kick return.
Sounds like the old Bungles,
doesn t it?
During a loss in Seattle lasi
Sunday, the Cincinnati Bengals
i 2 nipped all ovei themselves
while letting .mother one get
away in the closing minutes.
Now. thej need ,i big upset lo
avoid tailing into a familiar predicament.
If they don'i beat the New
England Patriots [3-0), it could
be curtains already,
"We have put ourselves in a
holeweneedtodigoutofbadly,"
said receiver ('had lohnson,
whose lack of frivolity during
the week underscored his team's
dire situation. "It's a good thing
it's early. It's lime to go on a roll
and put things back together
"We'vegot to get our swagger
back. I'm looking to put up 45
points Monday night, regardless
of whether we're playing the No.
I defense or the No. 32 defense."
lib. Chad? I hat would be the
No. I defense coining to town.
And the No. I offense, too. And
some of the NIT s best special
teams
The Patriots have been so
dominant during their best start
Mine 2004
when thev won
their third Super Howl in four
ve.ii s
that they've had to nilpick to find areas to improve,
You don't want to kick a lot
of field goals, and that is something we haven't been doing

TONYDEJ»K

See LEWIS | Page 12

THE OTHER LEWIS: Jamal le»is runs against the Bengals on Sept 16 Lew I«
to have a good day against his former team, the Baltimore Ravens

I

See BENGALS i Page 12
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
This week we've got a homegrown athlete joining us
BG-native Marissa Saneholtz
ol gymnastics lame becomes
the second female athlete in
a tow to join The BG News'
pick'em. I've got to admit. I
used to covet the gymnasts,
and they're flippin' sweet

Western Kentucky
'
atBG

WestVirginia
!
at South Florida
10RD»NFlOWtR

'••• -

■.•:,-.

^T,
WVU-7

FRONTLINE: Meghan Mohr (led) and Maggie Karges allempt 10 block a shot against
Northern Illinois Saturday The Falcons swept the Huskies at Anderson Arena

California

NETTERS
From Page 12
The Bobcats have been dominant in MAC play over the past
lour years winning 52 straight
matches, last season BG was
one of two teams to push t hem
to five games.
Ohio conies into the match
at 10-3 overall and a national

ranking of 17.lt is well deserved
after it beat two top 25 teams
In Minnesota and San Diego.

rhe Bobcats also played No. 2
Stanford but lost.
"We always look at the math
with OU as something big just
because of their dominance

thai they've had in the MAC
the past few years," said Senior

Stephanie Swiger prior to the
falcons' MAC season opener
on September 20.
Another aspect of the Ohio
game will be the potentially
large crowd as OU is attempting set a NCAA record for a
volleyball crowd in Ohio. The
current record is 5,402 fans set

at Oregon
Oregon -6

Michigan State
at Wisconsin
Wisconsin -75

by Ohio State In 1991.
OU is allowing free admission to the game with a ticket
stub from their university's
football game vs. Kent State
that same day.
"We came in second last year,
we were in the MAC championship match last year, and I'm
sure that's in the back of their
minds," Van De Walle said.
The Falcons return home
Tuesday to face IPFW.

Syracuse
at Miami (Ohio)
Syracuse -2
Kent State
at Ohio

COLIN WILSON

CHRIS VOLOSCHUK

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

Bc^l^Cr^ccdiJathey Wt^mtfeHfappmThey
narnEdaUnwis«yattalDOw»!q
wontgoojJCTy.tKjwIwnctfrW
GtemKyissolaniethattheycttit
wihouarraKelfcitonbothsidesol
thebal
BGM,W«tmi Kentucky 20
BG 35. WesKm Kentucky 24

BRIAN SZABELSKI
Web Editor
The Bat* of the Bowing Greens «t
end with the Falcons on top of the
Hltoppm no pun htatded

(#95) makes rWrteraptkrefcrTDs!

BGJO.WesWnKentuckyU

B6 45, Western Kentucky 17

The wmerofths game caid very
welwrntheBkjEastrhsyear le»pect

VWU cries the entire planende home

Overall record

BGwrefy a kmdslde and superstar

P^'Wh^e and Steve Sbton are
pretty
ettectrve «i real
-„..,»...
. He but its,
hard to get the run game gong on

Vfet Vigjnes offense K pretty dam
c^ardlthrktoogcedfarSalti
Florida to hanrje

NCAA 08
W«stVirnini»H.USF27

West Virginia 42, USF17

West Virginia 55. USF 53

I was an instant Oregon fan when they
souashed Michigan a lew weeks ago

Cal is a team tfa's overlooked because Oregpnwins because rjieyccmmittrid
nllSCsctnWrw. but theyl make
to come the BGSUGyrrrastc Brown

But when it comes to Pac-10 pby. I QM?

astatementbybeatingaverygxd

and Orange meet on ftatrte 7th ii

Gala map advantage

Oiegvisquad

EppfercornpW

Catfornia 45, Oregon 24

California 40, Oregon 35

Oregon 40. California 33

The "mighty" Pac-10 gets some
play for the week This game has
more speed than ma)or league
baseball's clubhouses in the '80s
Oregon 38, California 31

Vtet Virginias rusting attack to get the
pbdone
USF 55. West Virginia 21

Wisconsin's team is more or less the

Mihgan States defense has beted real

Ivsntbackandfathonthisfcrwhat

Wfcconsnwre because a badger

model that Michigan State is work-

cpodardiialrastalyraknjGrarited

seemed fc an eternity, but in the end

trips the Qfi he drops thebal and

ing from. Unfortunately for Sparty

everyboc^sdefensehaskiokedopod

Tm gong with the Baogers and thei

Wsconsn makes a recovery to score

theyll be taught a new lesson
aojhsthbtreDame..
rur«toopngdefense
thewimngTD
Wisconsin 20, Michigan State 10 Wisconsin 27. Michigan State 17 Wisconsin 28, Michigan State 27 Wrsconsin 27. Michigan State 20
I'm a MAN, I'm 40! Miami's

Syracuse put up mappontscn

The Orange puled the fuge upset on

Syracuse wns by a touchdown because

defense has been almost as gen-

LaxaferUfflfBseveryborjyelse.

LOUBV* last week but theyl Cal just

Memi is nervous and ttiitoig, ahead to

short aganstMBni

ptr^ng. the Falcons thsseascrt

Miami 24. Syracuse 21

Syracuse 14. Miami 7
OU wiisn triple overtme because

erous as Toledo's this season after Miami has gotten beat up pretty bad r
stopping Ball State in week one

accupWlheigames 27-20

Syracuse 38. Miami 13

Syracuse 27, Miami 20

Kelvin McRae all day I love how

Myptk'emajrxeswlhKentrHsbeen

Oho is letting far too manyyads up

I keep putting Kent on here and

mt^ardlckxi'tthnkOhosascpod
as they were thought to be thsseason

on the ground and Kent States rushhg Kent State can't hande the pressue of
attack wlepbrttratract
hosting the MAC gymnastics tourna-

Ohio 34, Kent State 19

KentState31.0hio28

Kent State 55. Ohio 24

ment!
Ohio 24. Kent State 23

15-9

17-7

13-11

14-10 (cumulative)

Brian keeps picking them. Like
taking candy from a baby

Kent State -3

MARISSA
SANEHOLTZ
BG Gymnastics _

Griese makes start against Lions Sunday
By Larry Lage
The Associated Press

Din ROIl — The Chicago Hears
decided they con Id not overlook
Rex Grossman's shortcomings
anymore, benching the 2003
first-round pick in favor of 10year veteran Brian Griese.
After playing with Griese
at Michigan a decade ago,
Detroit I.ions offensive tackle
Jeff Backus understands whyChicago made the move.
Backus said Griese brings
"poise" and "intelligence" to
the field and recalled him as a
senior being very demanding,
especially with then-freshmen
linemen such as himself and
Steve Hutchinson.
"I didn't like him much as
a teammate. He was tough on
young guys," Backus said. "It
was a good thing, not a negative
thing: we ended up winning a
national championship.
"He took control of that
offense."

DAVHEINSEl I APPHOtO
FORMER FRIEND: Brian Griese will make his first start of the season for the Chicago
Bears Sunday Griese played his college career at Michigan.

Chicago is hoping Griese does
the same with its 30th-rankcd
offense.
Even though Grossman was
the No. 1 quarterback for the
Bears en route to the Super
Bowl last season, his lackluster
arm and decision making led
many in the Windy City to call

for a change.

"1 have never seen a player
go through as much as Rex
Grossman had to go through
here," said coach Lovie Smith,
who chose to make the QB
switch, "lust constant criticism,
it seemed like no matter what
he did.

Preferred
Properties Co.

LEWIS
From Page 11
earlier in the week during a conference call as the Ravens (2-1)
prepared to play the Cleveland
Browns (1-2) in an AFC North
rivalry that usually includes its fair
share of punishing hits,
Lewis was initially asked why
there weren't more tough, "throwback" guys in the league anymore,
and the menacing man in the
middle took the opportunity to
blast what he sees as pro football's
softening.
He feels rule changes have made
it far too easy for offenses to score.
"Everyone knows that you can
throw die ball 50 yards downfleld
and it will be 50-50 on getting
pass interference or roughing the
passer," he said. "That's why the
game has totally changed from
the peispective of the game itself.

wwwprelerredpioparliesco.com
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"Old school football
was very simple. It
was by any means
necessary."
Ray Lewis | Ravens' linebacker
That's what makes it very difficult
for a person, even with my mindset, who understood old school
footbalL
"Old school football was very
simple. It was by any means
necessary and that has changed
now because of the economics
of things. People want the highscoring games, and they want us
to never touch the quarterback.
There's so much that has changed
to kind of soften our game instead
of letting our game be what it truly
is."
His opinions aside, Lewis
leads the NFUs top-rated rushing
defense. The Ravens are allowing
just 61.7 yards per game, and this
week theyll be focused on stopping another Lewis whose moves
they know very welL
Jamal Lewis, who spent seven
seasons in Baltimore, will face his

Sunday The Bengals lost 24-21 to the Seahawks

very well," said Tom Brady, who
has thrown a league-leading 10
touchdown passes. "Getting the
ball inside the 5-yard line three
times and kicking three field
goals, once not scoring. And a
few other times inside the 10
and not scoring."
Oh, please!
The Patriots can ditch all the
we're-not-that-good bluster.

They're the league's best team
by far so far, scoring 38 points
ineach of their first three games
while giving up only 35 overall.
And Brady has been the best
of this impressive bunch.
The two-time Super Bowl
MVP has put together three
opening games that make other
quarterbacks marvel. He has
completed a stunning 79.5 percent of his passes — 70-of-88
for 887 yards — and thrown 10
touchdown passes in a threegame span for the first time in
his career.

former teammates for the first
time since signing with the Browns
as a free agent And while he's looking forward to the matchup, Lewis
remembers what it was like to run
against the Ravens' defense in
practice
"You don't move," he said.
Ray Lewis makes sure of it.
The two Lewises were close
during their time together in
Baltimore. When lamal was
released in March by die Ravens,
Ray understood the business side
of the decision. However, that
didn't make his friend's departure any easier to take.
And just because they're close
off the field, don't expect any
hugging to take place until after
the game.
"The bonom line is, he's with
the Browns now," Ray Lewis said.
"When Sunday comes, there is
no friendly fire. You strap on your
helmet and I strap on mine, and
we just got to deal with each
other. That's what I'm looking
forward to."
Only once during his animated midweek interview did
the 32-year-old Lewis become
uncomfortable. It happened
when he was asked to assess his

place among the all-time greats
at his position, along with names
like Butkus, Nitschke, Lambert,
Singletary and Lanier.
One day, Lewis is almost certain to be among them. That day,
though, appears to be coundess
Sundays off.
Lewis feels re-energized
around his younger teammates,
and he's relishing his leadership
role more than ever. Recendy,
Lewis had a conversation with
New England linebacker Junior
Seau, who put things in perspective for him.
"One thing he said that caught
my attention the most was,
'VVhat were you built to do?'*'
Lewis said. "I said. 'Football.' The
next comment was, 'Well, then
do it and don't worry about nothing else. Just do it. Once you're
done, you're done.'"
Lewis, who said he's fully recovered from a torn triceps muscle,
won't allow himself to ponder the
end of his career. When it comes,
he'll know it and accept it without question.
"I don't know what I've got left,
but I'll tell you what, however
long I do have, I'm going to give
you my best years," he said.

BENGALS
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"That's why taking a step
back isn't all bad for him to let
him get out of that fire for a little while. It's easy to blame the
quarterback. Now, we will get a
chance to see exactly what we
are. Rex won't get the blame."
The Lions (2-1) hope to show
the Bears (1-2) and all those
watching that they are now
an NFC North contender, and
no longer the NFL's laughingstock.
Detroit also wants to prove
last week's embarrassment, a
56-21 loss at Philadelphia, was
an aberration and not a hint of
what's to come for a team coming off six straight seasons with
at least 10 losses.
"We're not going to get into
that here-we-go mode," Lions
running back Kevin Jones said.
If the Bears beat Detroit it
will not alarm quarterback Ion
K ii n,i. who has garnered a lot of
attention for saying he would be
disappointed if the Lions didn't
win at least 10 games.
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CAUSE
From Page 9
erly," Peyton said. "Pictures in
the New York Times and other
respectable newspapers drew
my attention to the poverty situation in Africa as well."
Peyton has since engaged in
activities such as writing letters
to his congressman, donating
money, and starting a Facebook
group to contribute to ONE.
Right now, the BG chapter of the
ONE Campaign is limited to the
Facebook group that consists
of about 20 members. Peyton
hopes to change that in the near
future.
"My goal is to have people sign
the declaration online, write
their congressmen, and gener-

Friday. Seplembw28.20Q7l5

ally get people more and more
involved," Peyton said.
Peyton views celebrity
involvement in initiatives such
as ONE as a positive aspect
that can bring a lot of light and
attention to the topics ONE is
addressing.
"I think it's a great thing. If
I had power as a celebrity to
influence society I would want
to expand on it," Peyton said.
"I think as Americans it is our
goal to help other nations with
poverty and health crises."
In addition to his involvement with the ONE Campaign,
U2's Bono launched his own
for-profit brand, (RED).
"(RED) is a new idea we're
launching to work alongside
the growing ONE Campaign
to make poverty history,"

Bono said on (RED)'s official
Web site. "If you buy a (RED)
product from GAP, Motorola,
Armani, Converse or Apple,
they will give up to 50 percent of their profit to buy AIDS
drugs for mothers and children
in Africa."
Since its launch, (RED) has
gathered a substantial list of
corporate sponsors involved
with the (PRODUCT) (RED)
line of merchandise, including Gap, Converse, Motorola,
Apple, and others.
A comment in Bono's letter
on the (RED) Web site echoes
Peyton on the responsibility
of Americans to help those in
need around the world.
Bono states, "How we in the
West respond is an opportunity to show what we stand for, as

well as what we stand against.
If we're successful, we will not
only transform millions of
people's lives, we'll transform
the way these people see us ...
and in turn, the world in which
we live."
What can be done to help the
(RED) and ONE campaigns?
-Get involved: Visit www.
joinred.com and www.one.org
to get more information on
these initiatives, how to join
their campaigns, and review
companies involved and available products.
- To buy (RED) products: The
Gap at Franklin Park Mall in
Toledo carries (RED) shirts and
bracelets for women and men.
-Check out and join: BG's
ONE Campaign group on
Facebook.
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it wasn't released as a single; it
sure beat "How's it Going to Be?"
Friends, readers, fellow stuFrom Page 9
dents, do yourself a favor, even
I was flabbergasted at how
if you don't go to the concert
SUDOKO
6 L S 9 Z I » 8 E
this band seemed to be churnthis weekend, download this
To play: Complete the grid
» Z E 8 6 L 9 S I
ing out hit after hit.
song. You will love it. It has an
so that every row, column
9 8 l £ * S Z 6 L
A few months went by and I
amazing acoustic lead-in, then
and every 3x3 box contains
I 6 Z 5 8 » L £ 9
began to hear some other Third blows up big and keeps the
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
Eye Blind songs. "Graduate"
momentum going until the end
E S 9 6 L Z 8 I t
guessing or math involved.
resonated with me because I
with great lyrics to boot.
L * 8 I E 9 6 Z S
Just use logic to solve
At about the same time.
was, uh, graduating. "losing a
S I » Z 9 8 E I 6
Whole Year," about a lover turn- "lumper" became a single. It
8 9 6 L I E S tr Z
ing into a zombie after going on was an anti-suicide song that
actually gave comfort to a
Prozac, was pretty interesting
Z E L f S 6 I 9 8
and catchy. So, when I signed
friend of mine who was having
problems.
up for yet another subscription
to BMG records (before iTunes,
So I had become a hesitant
Create and solve your
people used to buy 12 CDs for
Third Eye Blind fan.
Then two years later, the
a penny after paying S20 for a
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
first CD), I decided to get the
band released one of the
Way Super sudoku and W|„flriZMal:
album.
catchiest songs of all time, the
Lo and behold, I not only
very straightforward "Never Let
got to hear "Graduate" and
You Go." It was pure cheese pop
"Year" all the time, I discovered
but it was great cheese pop. It is
"Narcolepsy," "God of Wine" and interesting that Third Eye Blind
the topper "Motorcycle Drivenever really did anything after
"Never I.et You Go." No other
By."
peared. Now, they are back
am strongly considering going
All right, there were now
songs from their second album, on tour, as kind of a greatest
and am actually thanking UAO
five good Third Eye Blind
"Blue," really registered on radio, hits act. I am not saying they
for bringing in a band with
songs. "life" was growing on
except for "Deep Inside of You."
such a personal connection
had all kinds of potential, but
me because my friend's band
The band really disappeared.
a couple of their songs really
tome.
played it all the time.
Apparently, they did put out an
Dude, if I decide I am ready
made me think they were betBut let me go back to
album in 2003 called "Out of
ter than Sister Hazel, Marcy
for my upcoming mid-terms
the Vein." Right, I didn't know
"Motorcycle Drive-By" — I have
Playground or Matchbox 20.
and that I can talk lo the old
heard a lot of music in my life,
that until last week either.
So with that. I, along with
friends enough at "the tents," I
and this is one of my Top 20
Like many bands in music
many of you, am considering
will proudly be in the stands
all-time favorite songs. It is eashistory, they caught a bolt of
going to iheir concert Saturday. at Anderson Arena waiting
ily the best on the band's debut
lighting and rode it for about
It's homecoming and there
patiently for "Motorcycle Drivethree years, then it all disapalbum. I really don't know why
are a lot of people in town. I
By."
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BASSIH IT UP: Bass player Ryan Michel is known lot wearing a scarf during his performances

BAND

"We have good relations with
the right people," Minich said.
"That's how my guys get on the
From Page 9
bigger bills."
brothersdidn't "freakout" when
Last year, the band opened for
he left.
the famous teenage dirt bags,
They did, however, welcome Wheatus.
him back with open arms and
And now?
Michel couldn't have rejoined at
Well, this Sunday, Brace For
a better time.
Impact will be opening for the
Currently, Brace For Impact legendary pop/punk band The
is looking for a place to record Ataris.
their new songs. With more
"We're exited about the show,"
time, more people and money, said drummer loe DiNardi.
they are certain the new album "The Ataris are a group from
will show how they have evolved the genre we play. They're part
as a band.
of the reason we're doing what
As a full band, they are also we do."
able to play house shows and
To check out details about the
bars. Their band manager and show and to view previous live
public relations manager does performances, go to the band's
everything they can to get the Myspace profile, www.myspace.
band's name out.
com/bfiband.
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Will start renting for 2008/2009 in November
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Bell released on bail, awaits trial as a juvenile
By Doug Simpson
The Associated Piess

li-NA. l.a. — A black teenager
whose prosecution in the healing of a while classmate prompt
eil a massive civil rights protest
here walked out of a courthouse
yesterday alter a judge ordered
him freed.
Mychal Bell's release on
$45,000 bail came hours after a
prosecutor confirmed he would
no longer seek an adult trial for
the 17-year old. Hell, one of the
teenagers known as the lena Six,
still faces trial as a juvenile in the
December beating in this small
central Louisiana town.
"We still have mountains to
climb, but at least this is closer
to an even playing Meld, said
the Rev, Al Shaipton, who helped
organize last week's protest.
"I le goes home because a lot of
people left their home and stood
up for him," Sharpton said as
Bell stood smiling next to him.
"There's only one person who
could have brought me through
this and that's the good Lord,"
Bell told reporters later in front
of his father's house.
District
Attorney
Reed

Walters' decision to abandon
adult charges means that Bell,
who had faced a maximum of 15
years in prison on his aggravated
second-degree battery conviction last month, instead could be
held only until he turns 21 if he is
found guilty In juvenile court.
The conviction in adult court
was thrown out this month by
I lie state Mil Circuit Court of
Appeal, which said Bell should
not have been tried as an adult
on that particular charge.
Walters had said he would
appeal that decision. Yesterday,
he said he still believes there was
legal merit to trying Bell as an
adult but decided it was in the
best interest of the victim, Justin
Barker, and his family to let the
juvenile court handle the case.
I'hcy are on board with what
I decided," Walters said at a news
conference.
Bell faces juvenile court charges of aggravated second-degree
battery and conspiracy to commit that crime.
He is among six black Jena
High School students arrested
In Dei ember alter a beating that
See JENA | Page IS

KIT* WBIGHT

FREEDOM: Mychal Bell, second liom right, one of the Jena Six. smiles as his father Marcus Jones, left, his mothei Melissa Bell, and his gtandmothei Rosie Simmons look on at his father's
home in Jena. La, yesterday The group was posing (or a TV photographer

Congress approves legislation for kid's South Park creators bring new show
to Comedy Central: Kenny vs. Spenny
health care, awaits Bush's veto
By Kevin Frcking

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Congress
approved legislation yesterday
adding four million children to
a popular health care program,
setting up a veto fight that
President Bush probably will
win but handing Democrats a
campaign issue for next year's
elections.
Eighteen
Republicans
in the Senate lined up with
Democrats in voting 6729 to increase spending on

TESTS
ON
MARTIAN
CRATER
By Alicia Chang
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES — NASA's rover
Opportunity has reached its first
stop inside a huge Martian crater
and was poised yesterday to carry
out the first science experiments,
Ground controllers planned to
send commands late in the day
to the six-wheel robot to examine
bright rock layers arranged like
a bathtub ring within Victoria
Crater. Results on how the rover
fared are expected today, said
John ( ,ill,is. the rover project
manager at NASA's let Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena.
Mission managers wanted
to delay the science operations
because of a power outage at
one of the international network
of antennas that communicates
with interplanetary spacecraft.
But they changed their mindsafter
they secured another antenna.
Opportunity rolled to the crater
lip last month and began a calculated descent down the inner wall
toward a shiny band of bedrock
that scientists believe may be part
of an ancient Martian surface.
After a series of three drives, the
rover parked itself 40 feet below
the rim at a 25-degree tilt — the
steepest angle it has encountered
since landing on the planet.
Opportunity's first task will be
to use the tools on its robotic arm
to touch and drill into the rock
slab. Mission scientists expect it
to stay in place for at least a week
before scaling farther down the
crater to sample other rocks.
"We're going to take our time
collecting the data," principal
investigator Steve Squyres of
Cornell University said in an email. "We invested way too much
effort in getting here to blow it by
being hasty."
Opportunity and its twin Spirit
have outlasted their original,
three-month mission since parachuting to opposite sides of Mars
in 2004. The solar-powered rovSee ROVER | Page IS

the State Children's Health
Insurance Program, or SCHIP,
from about S.r> billion to S12
billion annually for the next
five years.
The vote was enough to
override a promised Bush
veto. But supporters in the
House, which passed the bill
Tuesday, are about two dozen
votes shy of an override. Both
chambers would have to muster two-thirds majorities to
win a veto showdown.
Overall, spending for SCHIP
would increase to S60 billion
over five years in the unlikely

prospect the bill becomes law
— double what President Bush
recommended.
Analysts projected the legislation would allow about four
million of the estimated nine
million uninsured children
in the United States to gain
coverage.
Bush and most GOP lawmakers say the spending increase
is too large and would expand
the program beyond teoriginal
intent. That intent was to help
See HEALTH | Page IS

By David Bauder
The Associated Press
NEW YORK — The current kings
of juvenile humor on Comedy
Central, "South Park" creators
Trey Parker and Matt Stone, are
pitching in to bring a series of
silly competitions to the cable
channel.
Comedy Central hits acquired
rights to a Canadian series,
Kenny vs. Spenny," and fans
Parker and Stone agreed to help
produce new episodes.
The series essential!) consists
of two friends, Kennv Hot/ and

Spencer Rice, who engage in all
manner of silly competitions for
bragging rights. Some of the challenges: Who can stay naked the
longest'AVho can sell mom Bibles.'
Who do gay guys like more'? Who
can wear a dead octopus on their
heads the longest?
An episode about which man
could stay awake the longest
Spenny ate health food for help.
Kenny (the winner! kept gobbling
caffeine — caught Parker and
Stone's eyes as they were pulling
all-nighters to finish the movie
"Team America: Worid Police."
"It touched our hearts because

we had just gone through that,"
stone toki The Associated Press
yesterday
Ratker and Stone essentially
gave I hit/ and Kite advice on
which ideas would work best and

are lending their comedy cache,
"I'd like in make a joke about
how we made them understand
the differences between the
Canadian and American senses of
humor, but it was really just letting them make their own show,"

Stone said
Comedy Central has agnvd to
make 10 new cpist ides < if the series

andacqujied 10 old ones.
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HEALTH
From Page 14
families with incomes too large
to qualify for Medicaid but not
enough to afford private insurance.
Opponents of the measure
said they support SCI IIP, which
was enacted a decade ago, and
want to renew it before it is set
to expire tomorrow. However,
they said they could not go
along with such a large spending increase.
Republicans
braced
for
criticism that they were being
insensitive to low-income
children who are uninsured
through no fault of their own.
They said the legislation was an
effort to score political points
and another step toward universal health care paid for by
the government.
"Democrats are counting
down the hours so they can
tee up the election ads saying Republicans don't like
kids," said Senate Minority
Leader Mitch McConnell, RKy. "Meanwhile, they're using
SCI IIP as a Trojan horse to
sneak government-run health
care into the stales."
Democrats said there was
strong public support for
expanding
the
children's
health care program. They
portrayed the president as isolated in his view that the legislation would be a mistake.
"With each passing day,
he reveals ever more clearly
that the values of bis administration are out of touch with
those of average Americans,"
said Sen. Kdward M. Kennedy,
D-Mass.
Some Republicans joined

in that criticism. Sen. Charles
Grassley, R-lowa, said complaints about the bill bordered
on hysteria, particularly complaints that the bill would
expand
government-subsidized coverage to families of
four with incomes of up to
$83,000.
"This is not a government
takeover of health care. This
is not socialized or nationalized medicine or anything like
that, "Grassley said. "Thisisnot
bringing the Canadian health
care system to America."
The additional spending
would be paid for through a
61-cent increase in the federal
excise tax on a pack of cigarettes.
Sen. Gordon Smith, R-Ore.,
said the tax could end up lowering future health care costs
if it reduces smoking rates.
"Discourage smoking and
you connect the habit with all
the public health care costs
that it imposes," he said.
But Sen. Jim Bunning, R-Ky.,
said the tax increase could
lead to a drop in revenue to
states that also rely on tobacco
taxes.
Opponents also say they
worry that expanding the
program too much would
lead to many families dropping private coverage. The
Congressional Budget Office
has projected that about two
million children who otherwise would have private insurance would join SCI 11 P.
Anticipating a veto, Congress
will continue funding SCHIP
at its current level until midNovember as part of another
bill keeping federal agencies in
operating hinds beyond Sept.
30.
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From Page 14

is set for Tuesday.
Critics accuse Walters, who
is white, of prosecuting blacks
more harshly than whites.
They note that he filed no
charges against three white
teens suspended from the
high school over allegations
they hung nooses in a tree
on campus not long before
fights between blacks and
whites, including the attack
on Barker.
An estimated 20,000 to
25,000 protesters marched in
lena last week in a scene that
evoked the early years of the
civil rights movement.
Walters said the demonstration had no influence on
his decision not to press the
adult charges, and ended his
news conference by saying
that only God kept the protest
peaceful.
"The only way — let me
stress that — the only way
that I believe that me or this
community has been able
to endure the trauma that
has been thrust upon us is

"One person could
have brought me
through this... the
good Lord."

Famous Falcons...
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Services Offered
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES
tor $60! (216) 916-0564 ot
clevelandresume com
Students, we will clean up after
your party...recycle your cans,
bring the bags, etc. Call 419-3521457. ask for Linn. Let us know
when & we'll be there.There is a
fee. don't get a citation. Call Party
To Go, Inc. 419-352-1457.

W'c (jiiin olreinjlh, and'courage,
ano conjioence l>\/ each experience
in which we really/ Mop to look I ear
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Attention Part Time Work, $15 25
base-appt, customer sales/service,
no exp. nee. conditions apply, all
ages 17*. call now 419-865-5150, or
apply on line at
www worklofsludenls com
Beef up your resume! Paid internships at local telecommunications
company located in downtown
Toledo. Three positions available •
S8 per hour plus bonuses - we'll
work with your schedule. Please call
Scott at 419-824-5819
Childcare provider in our Perrysburg
home. 3 days/wk (5 days mid Jan.mid April). Please call 419-704-3762.
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them, www AdCarClub.com
Exp wait staff needed at Naslada
Bistro 419-373-6050 182 S Main St
STOP IN FOR AN APPLICATION
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55.-5 Minimum

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory
ask about our SPECIALS!
r.p.sanel'os.com

352-5166

• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

2 bdrm. apartments avail immed.
Short term possible. Pets allowed
419-409-1110

Now hiring dancers No experience
necessary. Must be 18 years old.
419-332-2279 after 8 pm
Perrysburg family looking for pt. babysitter. One afternoon per week, occasional weekends Must have trans
and awesome references E-mail resume to bwimsy@hotmail.com or
call 419-787-9112 .
Temporary Secretary/Receptionist
Bowling Green. WSOS Community
Action Commission, a community
based organization locused on the
human service needs ol the disadvantaged is seeking a qualified individual to be responsible tor performing secretarial duties such as answering phones, greeting the public.
typing, filing, data entry and operating office machines. Required high
school diploma or GED and ability to
operate office equipment; up to one
year experience and/or training in oltlce administration, one to three
years experience working with word
processing, spreadsheet, internet
and database software. The position
is Temporary October through January, Part-time. avg. 25 hrs/wk. S8.75
per hour Send resume by October
12, 2007 to: WSOS CAC. Attn: HR TSR/BG/SK, PO Box 590. Fremont.
OH 43420 Aflirmative Action Employer-M/FA/et/Disab

709 5th Street "\
APARTMENTS

2 Irg. bdrms close to campus. Spacious kitchen and bath. Lvg rm hardwood floors S495/mo 1st and security. 419-514-7783
228 S College *L and O 2 bedroom
newly remodeled apartments. $395
plus electric Hardwood floors Call
419-352-5620

Undercover shoppers earn up to
S150 per day. Undercover shoppers
needed to judge retail & dining
establishments. Experience not
required. Call 800-722-4791

3 bdrm house & apt on Manville
next to water tower
419-352-5239

Yoko Japanese Restaurant Servers,
hostesses needed Apply m person
at 465 W. Dussell Dr Maumee OH
43537.

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
1 bedroom apt Pets allowed.
Call 419-704-0133

For Sale

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third St
Call 419-354-9740

1994 Ford Tempo. 4 door, white. 4
cylinder, automatic 83.000 miles
$1,400 419-378-1141.

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now
Monthly/semester & yr long leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
'w Buckeyemnandstudios com

For Rent
" Avail now Rooms $225 mo 4
bdrm Iree internet, cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325
08-09 school year listings avail
Also Jan 08 units avail
See CartyRentals.com
$5 WEB/call 419-353-0325

IvpotL #>
IV? Blocks From Campus

wm
2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S525/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
(419)352-1150
Jf

a

we're turning

Phone 419.373.6050 182 S Mam St nasioaowhoimoil com

Selection of Samples
offered at 8am till 6pm
Thursday October 4th

OrtfMficoiaxn No 0#* Daemon i«»f

V

■

'/

Gymnastics facility is seeking motivated & committed gymnastic
coaches who are interested in working with competitive teams & recreation classes Looking lor experienced
coaches to help with girls competitive team levels 5 & 6 Pay is negotiable & based on exp. If interested,
call 419-873-0511

This Year

MYLES BAKER STREET
SAKCD
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Movie extras new opportunities lor
upcoming productions. All looks
needed. No experience required tor
casting callsCall 877-218-6224

ASLADA BISTRO

•**« pu«*a*ftg any *Mp

1

13

1024 E Wooster #RR Two bedroom
apartment in Triplex New carpet
$365 per month FREE UTILITIES.
419-352-5620

Help Gs Celebrate

HALF OFF

«■ '. ■ .
«■(>
«■;
,u.

Perrysbutg family looking fof babysitterTues & Thurs . 8am-5pm, for 2
boys, in my home Alicia 419-8748502.

QUOTE OF THE DAY

0l l i C l O U S

*i

G r|s

LEASING CONSULTANT -part time.
for BG apt. community. Sales of
Leasing experience requited Please
lax resume 10 (419) 354-7276

ROOS,M-/(

Get a cup of soup

■

:■

.
-

For Rent

- September 28th 2007

Our belt selection includes
■Mousaka
Stuffed Poppets
-flee' Goulash A Stroganotr
•Pottabetta Florentine
■ana more

I

1

Help Wanted

Home Vltitor I - Foitorla/Bowllng
GflMtL-WSOS Community Action
Commission, a community based organization locused on the human
service needs ot the disadvantaged,
is seeking a qualified individual to
provide home-base services as an
adult educator to assigned family
caseloads in compliance with performance standards, licensing requirements, and policies and procedures.
Required high school diploma or
GED and ability to obtain CDA within
two years of meeting the professional development program requirements One to three years experience in early childhood development
up to one-year experience with word
processing, spreadsheet, Internet,
and database software. Year Round.
Full Time, $8.75/hr. Send resume by
October 12. 2007 to WSOS CAC,
Attn HR - HVI/SW/AM, PO Box 590.
Fremont, Ohio 43420 Affirmative
Action Employer-M/F/VetVDisab

Otters authentic homemade cuisine with no
perservallves at a reasonable price.
Wide Assortment of Vegetarian and
Vegan Choices Ottered.

*.

Help Wanted

Subleaser Needed! Enclave I apt.
avail, lor sublease 1 male occup to
(ill vacancy of 4 man apt. Furn.. $324
mo. plus util Call Kyle 419-206-0985

'BARTENDING' up l0 S300/day No
exp. necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

ANSWERS

•■

203 N. Main

Wanted

Help Wanted

City near Durango, CO
Sports Illustrated founder
Grand _ Island
Trophies and such
Timber trouble
Latin 101 verb
Geom. figure
1960 hit by The Crests
Look forward to
Lot size
San _. CA
Procession of matadors
The gamut
Chip in a chip
Wield, as influence
Ms. Anderson
Nolan or Meg

PISHIM€LLO'S
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

Bellydance-YOGA al Radiance Mind
body studio. Come get your bliss fix
wilh out fabulous classes Located at
437 S Main SI Rm 3 Call
419-352-0834 of email
LKSbellyblessings@yahoo.com for
class schedule

44
47
48
50
52
54
55
56
62
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

Memphis record label
Novelist Hunter
Deduce
Den
Roman fiddler
Singer Apple
"M'A'S'H" star
Enthusiasm
Move stealthily
Type of announcer
"Dies _"
Shady trees
Topped on eBay
Future ovum
Bill or Anne
Winglike parts
Vicious usurers
Watch chain
Signe of "Johnny Angel"
H.S. math
Intense pain
Half of deux

Tournament passes
Ouatro y quatro
Pickle holder
Horse feed
River of Victoria Falls
More pretentious
Manner
Curtain
Add luster to
Stage frontage
Volcano near Manila
External: pref.
Actor Curtis
Como __ Usted?
Hammer part
Small child

VOTED BEST PIZZA 15 STRAIGHT YEARS

WILL HAUL AWAY OR BUY OLD
CARS. RUNNING OR NOT.
419-819-8700

Mychal Bell | Jena Six
through the prayers of the
Christian people who have
sent them up in this community," Walters said.
"I firmly believe and am
confident of the fact that
had it not been for the direct
intervention of the Lord lesus
Christ last Thursday, a disaster would have happened. You
can quote me on that."
The Rev. Donald Sibley, a
black lena pastor, called it a
"shame" that Walters credited
divine intervention for the
protesters acting responsibly.
"What I'm saying is, the
Lord lesus Christ put his
influence on those people,
and they responded accordingly," Walters responded.
After the news conference,
Sibley told CNN that Walters
had insulted the protesters
by making a false separation
between "his Christ and our
Christ."
Tor him to use it in the
sense that because his Christ,
his lesus, because he prayed,
because of his police, that
everything was peaceful and
was decent and in order —
that's not the truth," Sibley
said.
Walters has said repeatedly
that Barker's suffering has been
lost in the furor over the case,
and that what happened to the
teen was much more severe
than a schoolyard fight.
Walters also has defended
his decision not to seek charges
in the hanging of the nooses,
which he said was "abhorrent
and stupid" but not a crime.

High-five sound
Statuesque
Turturro of "The Sopranos
Superman power
Pepsin and rennin
Boardroom execs
Asian sea
Vincent Lopez theme
Contingencies
Premier Khrushchev
Kind of drive
Zhou_
Did a fall job
3-letter lunch
Wars of the Roses
side
26 Stellar bear
27 Hawaiian island
28 "The Good Earth"
heroine
29 Kind of basis
30 Mediterranean island
nation
31 Strongly advise
34 Injure
36 One way to
store data

Tim Conway,'56
Eva Marie Saint,'46
Shantanu Narayen,'86
Jeffery Shore, 75
DaveWottle,73
Bernie Casey,'61
Arnold Rampersad,'67
Marcy Nighswander,'73
NateThurman,'63
Steve Hartman,'85

Personals

left Barker unconscious and
bloody, though the victim was
able to attend a school function later that day. Hour of the
defendants were i? at the time,
which made them adults under
Louisiana law.
Those four and Bell, who
was 16, all were initially
charged with attempted murder. Walters has said he sought
to have Bell tried as an adult
because he already had a
criminal record, and because
lie believed Hell instigated the
attack.
The charges have been
dropped to aggravated second-degree battery in four of
the cases. One defendant has
yet to be arraigned. The sixth
defendant's case is sealed in
juvenile court
Bell's lawyer, Carol Powell
l.exing, said his next hearing

Friday. September 28.200715

GOODS

Myles Baker Street
434 E. Wooster
419-352-9160

a

TT7

Studios &
1 Bedrooms:
Studios from $309
I Bedrooms: trom $435

CA, Puti Welcome
On Me laundry
Privale Entrance Patio
Short Term Leaiei Avail
41*382 7891

l«M South Main Street

Bowling Greirn

u
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"Graduate
tffr

You deserve an UPGRADE!
Studio apartments available!

Summer, aamastar, ot year leans
Low as $425 per month
Includes all utSHes
uiundryfBdHN

•
■
•
•
I

Sow, mdge, microwave 25'T
Fiji cable W/HBO - $20/mooth
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished
^H4J4..„

Jfl Friday Spprcmtm W 2007

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Upcoming Events @
- the Student Union

BOWEN-THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION

www.bgsu.edu/union
October 1
Texas Hold'em '
Falcon's Nest (6 p.m.)
October 2
How 2: Yoga "
Student Union Rm. 308 (6 p.m.)

Homeeomii
Sepfiembep £8-3c3, 3007
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

coming

October 9

How 2 Pilates *

Student Union Rm. 308 (6 p.m.)
Texas Hold'em *
Falcon's Nest (6 p.m.)
October 10
How 2 Sign Language *
Student Union Rm. 316 (6 p.m.)
Texas Hold'em *
Falcon's Nest (6 p.m.)
Rock Paper Scissors Tournament
Black Swamp Pub (9 p.m.)
October 15
6 O'clock talks (Credit Responsibility)
Student Union theater (6 p.m.)

October 16
Friday, September 28
Saturday, September 29
Sunday, September 30

Scary Beer Tasting "
Black Swamp Pub (5:30 p.m.)
How 2 Pilates '
Student Union Rm. 308 (6 p.m.)
Pub Unplugged (Scott Loehrke)
Black Swamp Pub (8 p.m.)
Texas Hold'em Semi Finals
Falcon's Nest (9 p.m.)

October 17

How 2 Sign Language *
Student Union Rm. 314 (6 p.m.)
Karaoke
Black Swamp Pub (9 p.m.)

^f

October 23
How 2 Pilates *
Student Union Rm. 308 (6 p.m.)

BGSU M,iiii

How 2 Curling *
Ice Arena (6 p.m.)

133 South Main Street, Downtown Bowling Green • 419-372-5310
Saturday 10 am-5 pm; Sunday 10 am-3 pm

Texas Hold'em Finals
Falcon's Nest (9 p.m.)

UNIVERSITY

bookstore

October 24
How 2 Sign Language *
Student Union Rm. 314 (6 p.m.)

Bowen-Thompson Student Union • 419-372-2851 or toll-free 866-517-9766
Friday 9 am-7 pm; Saturday 10 am-5:30 pm; Sunday 11 am-5;30 pm

http://bookstore.bgsu.edu

' Discount will be taken at the register.

HalloWednesday
Black Swamp Pub (8 p.m.)
* Sign-up at the Information Center

Homecomin
wms& BGSU
Pa tg
Falcon
j£ Indu
Passion
ge in a juicy Orange Passion Fruit
Come join us @ 5 tonight on Wooster
Street for- the 2007 homecoming parade.

That's right

smooit hie at the Falcons Nest Creamery.
I lours of operation on Saturday, Sept. 29
Starbucks: 8 am 9 pm
Falcon's Nest food Court: II am 7 pm

Check out our
Spicy Chicken
Combo Meal!

Wendy's in the Student Union is open until 2am!
1504 E. Wooster 81&1094 8. Main St.
Pick-up windows opon tH 1 am

www.ptrtorii.tDm

• COM NG
2 0 07

stamper's

FRIDAY
PARADE
PEP RALLY
FALCON FEST

$

SATURDAY
FREDDIE AND FRIEDA 5K
FALCON FOOTBALL

mail&copycenter
• 5« Copies
•High-speed printing
• Lamination
•Thesis and Dissertation Bookbinding

• Multi-color printing
• Photo scanning
• Flyers, table tents, invites
• Bindery Services
• Stamps
• Money Orders
• Mail Services

419-372-9633
www.bgsu.edu/srampers
1
'

